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Humic substances (HS) are the humified portions of totally decomposed soil
organic matter that are ubiquitous in nature. Although these substances have been
studied for more than 200 years, neither their metabolic capabilities nor a specific
chemical structure has yet to be determined. HS have been studied as a carbon source
in many environments where they are degraded; however, previous studies have shown
that some microorganisms are capable of utilizing humic substances as electron
acceptors and electron donors in anaerobic respiration. Even though there have been
humic-reducing and humic-oxidizing microorganisms isolated and studied in recent
years, the mechanism of humics metabolism and its interaction in the natural
environment are not well understood. However, it is known that the continuous change
in the redox state of HS is important to the cycling of iron, stability of nitrogen and
carbon, and the mobility and bioavailability of inorganic and organic environmental
pollutants.
In this study, microbial communities were examined to evaluate the community
dynamics of nitrate-dependent HS-oxidizing populations and to provide a snapshot of
the phylogenetic diversity of these microorganisms. Column studies were performed
using nitrate as the sole electron acceptor and the following as the electron donors in
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different columns: reduced humic acids, oxidized humic acids, and acetate as the
control. Liquid buffered media was added to a separate column to serve as an
additional control. Polymerase chain reactions of the 16S rRNA genes using DNA from
the column studies were performed and analyzed by constructing 16S rDNA clone
libraries and by performing denaturing gradient gel electrophoresis (DGGE). Clones
from the library have been sequenced and analyzed to paint a phylogenetic picture of
the microbial community under the various conditions. Results indicate that the majority
of the clones were assigned to four well-characterized divisions, the Acidobacteria, the
Bacteroidetes, the Firmicutes, and the Proteobacteria. Additional findings suggest that
members related to Bacteroidetes are involved in some sort of HS cycling in the
environment or may be excellent electron scavengers enabling them to outcompete
other microorganisms and that members of Proteobacteria may be the dominant HSoxidizing microorganisms in natural environments.
An additional aspect of this project hypothesizes that specific genes are
differentially expressed when HS-oxidizing bacteria are growing on reduced HS as
compared to acetate or in the presence of oxidized HS. To test this hypothesis, the
global gene expression profile of Acidovorax ebreus strain TPSY was assessed using
microarray analysis. This method led to the identification of several genes potentially
involved in nitrate-dependent HS oxidization and a proposed model for this respiratory
process in strain TPSY.
The final section in this project was designed to assess in-service teachers’
perceived levels of familiarity with and interest in learning more about selected
microbiology concepts and their actual understanding of the selected microbiology
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concepts. Sixty-two in-service elementary, middle, and high school teachers from
several school districts across southern Illinois completed a three-part instrument that
included additional open-ended questions to gain more information about the teachers’
conceptual understanding. The results of this study suggest that teachers who hold a
teaching certification specific for teaching life science have taken more life science
courses and scored significantly higher on the familiarity and conceptual knowledge
sections of this study.
The current research explores what is currently known about humic substances,
specifically humics as an electron donor, analyzes the community structure in a humics
oxidizing environment, identifies genes that are induced under nitrate-reducing, HSoxidizing conditions, and evaluates the importance of microbiology to biological
scientific literacy in today’s society.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
Since the onset of industrialization and the surge in world population, enormous
quantities of hazardous materials such as pesticides from agriculture, radionuclides
from nuclear weapon facilities and power plants, various hydrocarbons and solvents
from many industries, and oil and sludge from refineries have been mindlessly dumped
into soils and leached into nearby water supplies creating heavily contaminated
Superfund sites (71). Since approximately 68% out of the only 5% of freshwater found
on earth’s surface is groundwater suitable for human consumption, protecting this
groundwater from pollutants that threaten its quality is of the upmost importance (27).
Likewise, the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency was established and set standards
for environmental practices to reduce the amount of pollution released and to clean up
those areas already polluted. One such method of cleanup that has been gaining
popularity in recent years is bioremediation, using organisms to cleanup toxic
environments (22, 50, 76, 78, 102). The following research explores bacteria capable of
utilizing one specific metabolism to clean up contaminated soils and groundwater and
addresses how understanding bioremediation and other microbial processes may lead
to citizens able to make environmentally friendly choices and decisions.

Bioremediation. Bioremediation is the process that uses the enzymatic activities of
microorganisms to consume or immobilize environmental contaminants (72). In deep
subsurface soils and aquifers, in situ bioremediation seems to be the most attractive
restoration strategy because of little to no excavation and transportation costs, much
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less site disturbance to the surrounding environment, decreased human exposure to
contaminants at the site, and it allows for the treatment of contaminated areas under
and around buildings (51, 71). There have been numerous studies evaluating the
success of in situ bioremediation techniques that incorporate aerobic bacteria (3);
however, in many subsurface environments oxygen is scarce. As shown in Figure 1, in
aquifers the areas closest to the contaminant source quickly become oxygen depleted,
while oxygen can be found in the area near the outside boundaries of the contaminant
plume (50, 51). In this instance, bacteria capable of anaerobic respiration are of
particular importance because they are capable of oxidizing organic compounds to
carbon dioxide by using alternative electron acceptors such as nitrate, ferric oxides, or
sulfate (50).

Figure 1. Conceptual model of microbial processes used to degrade dissolved oil
constituents in the groundwater. Source reference: U.S. Geological Survey, Department
of the Interior/USGS (downloaded from
http://toxics.usgs.gov/photo_gallery/photos/bimidji/bimidji4_lg.jpg).
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Nitrate, one of the most widespread inorganic nitrogen compounds in nature, is
second only to pesticides as the most common pollutant of groundwater (6, 27, 90).
Agricultural activities, more specifically nitrogen fertilizers, are most often cited as the
major source of nitrate pollution and the cause of nitrogen accumulation in groundwater
(27). Fortunately, nitrate is also one of the most common alternative electron acceptors
in anaerobic respiration (58). In this process, microorganisms transfer electrons to
nitrate during the creation of the proton motive force, which is used to produce ATP.
Nitrate is reduced to nitrite and then to gaseous forms such as nitrous oxide or nitrogen
gas depending on the microorganisms present. Although nitrate reduction aids in the
removal of nitrate from the environment, there are also problems if this process is not
managed. The production of gaseous nitrogen compounds from the reduction of nitrate,
such as nitrous oxide, contributes to increasing levels of greenhouse gases, causes
‘acid rain,’ and aids in ozone depletion (58). In fact, regulating the production of toxic
byproducts during nitrate reduction is not well understood, which is one of the main
reasons for the reluctance of adopting such bioremediation techniques.
The two broad groups of contaminants found in subsurface environments are
organics (hydrocarbons) and inorganics (heavy metals). Hydrocarbons that are of the
most concern include polyaromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs), chlorinated solvents and
phenols, polychlorinated biphenyls (PCBs), petroleum hydrocarbons, and nitroaromatics
(72, 85). Heavy metals are much less diverse than the array of organic pollutants
because industry only uses a few, but nevertheless, these are noteworthy
environmental pollutants. Some common toxic metals found in the environment are
uranium, mercury, arsenic, lead and chromium among others. Microorganisms can
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degrade most of the hydrocarbons; however, microorganisms cannot destroy metals,
but can immobilize them depending on their bioavailability by transferring them to less
hazardous states through reduction-oxidation reactions, such as the reduction of
carcinogenic chromium (VI) compounds to the harmless water insoluble chromium (III)
compounds (72). Natural soil organic matter, such as humics, plays an important role in
the bioavailability of both organic and inorganic environmental contaminants (46).

Humic Substances. Humic substances (HS), also referred to as humics or humic
matter, are the humified fractions of the soil organic matter (SOM) formed from the total
decomposition of plant, animal, and microbial remains in the environment. Humics may
account for as much as half of SOM, while its amount in aquatic systems (distributed in
dissolved organic carbon) is reported to be 20 µg/L in groundwater and more than 30
µg/L in surface water (30, 95).
Humic substances are composed of three different components that are
distinguishable based on composition, molecular weight, and solubility in alkaline and
acidic solutions (94). The low molecular weight fulvic acids (FA) are usually extracted
from natural waters and are hydrophilic with high solubility in water, alkali, and acids at
all pH values (30, 73, 94, 95). In comparison, humic acids (HA) are the humic divisions
that are mostly found in soils, have a high molecular weight, and are also more
hydrophobic, not as soluble, and exhibit higher binding properties than FA (73). Humins
have the highest molecular weight and are insoluble at all pH values (30, 95).
Although humics were discovered hundreds of years ago and are ubiquitous in
nature, the molecular structure has not been described because they can rapidly
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rearrange their structure based on conditions such as sample concentration, pH values,
and ionic strengths (16, 48, 60). The proposed basic structure of humic acids (Fig. 2)
consists of an alkyl or aromatic backbone cross-linked by nitrogen and oxygen groups
with functional groups that are mainly carboxylic acids, phenolic and alcoholic
hydroxyls, ketones, and quinone groups (30, 95). However, recent studies of humic
substances suggest that the polymer model is no longer accurate and HS are
“collections of diverse, relatively low molecular mass components forming dynamic
associations stabilized by hydrophobic interactions and hydrogen” (91).

Figure 2. A proposed structure of humic acid. Figure created by Yikrazuul and
downloaded from: http://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Humic_acid.svg#file.
Previous studies indicate that the (hydro)quinone groups in humic substances
function as the main reduction – oxidation (redox) active compounds and are
recognized as the major contributors to redox interactions between microorganisms and
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HS (52), thus allowing the model (hydro)quinone compound,
anthrahydroquinone/anthraquinone disulfonate (AHDS/AQDS), to serve as analogs to
reduced and oxidized HS, respectively, in microbial respiration; however, other studies
with non-quinoid organic materials suggest that the (hydro)quinone groups are not the
sole redox moieties within HS (101). The relatively high content of radicals in HS aid in,
and are extremely important to, the redox reactions; for example, at low pH values, the
carboxylic acid groups are protonated, which allows humics to bind both hydrophobic
and hydrophilic groups. Additionally, these organic compounds exist in a colloidal state
in aqueous solution, which allows humics to trap hydrophobic substances in their
interior (48).
As depicted in Figure 3, the molecular conformation changes in HS are not only
due to environmental factors such as temperature, pH values, and ionic strength as
mentioned above, but these shifts are also due to the alternate redox states of humics
caused by their oxidation or reduction by microorganisms in the environment, which
affects the geochemical reactivity of humics (17, 18, 55). It is proposed that the shift in
redox states may cause the apparent size change of HS by affecting the disaggregation
or aggregation of clusters of smaller molecules (91). In the reduced state, humics
appear as small dense particles with an increased binding capacity for heavy metals,
which decreases the bioavailability and toxicity of various heavy metals depending on
the metallic ion, the amount of metal bound, the cation charge, and the ionic strength of
the medium and degree of ionization of the organic molecule (17). Whereas in the
oxidized state, HS appear as large loose aggregates that may have a slightly higher
binding affinity for hydrophobic compounds as compared to reduced HS (17).
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Figure 3. Model for humic substance oxidation coupled to nitrate reduction. In this
reaction, bacteria gain energy by utilizing quinones in the reduced humic acid as
electron donors and shuttling these electrons to the final electron acceptor, nitrate.
Figure created by Dr. J. Ian Van Trump (99).
Humic Substance Oxidation. Humics have been studied as a carbon source in many
environments where they are degraded; however, previous studies have shown that
some microorganisms are capable of utilizing them as electron acceptors and electron
donors in anaerobic respiration. Even though there have been humic-reducing and
humic-oxidizing microorganisms isolated and studied in recent years, the mechanism of
humics redox metabolism and its interaction in the natural environment are not well
understood (17-19, 33, 41, 53-56, 100, 101). However, it is known that the continuous
change in the redox state of humics is important to the cycling of iron, stability of
7

nitrogen and carbon, and the mobility and bioavailability of inorganic and organic
environmental pollutants.
Anaerobic organisms capable of humics oxidization grow on alternative electron
acceptors such as nitrate and utilize reduced humics as electron donors (Fig. 3) (18,
55). In this reaction, reduced humics is used as an energy source for the assimilation of
carbon from limited sources, such as acetate, and are not themselves biodegraded as
carbon sources (18, 54). Humics oxidizers can also utilize a variety of substances such
as simple aromatic hydrocarbons, H2, short-chain volatile fatty acids, and simple
dicarboxylic acids as alternative electron donors (16, 18) and substances such as
fumarate, selenate, arsenate, or metals with estimated reduction potentials of 0.5-0.7
eV as alternative electron acceptors (55, 101). The advantage of the nitrate-dependent,
humics-oxidizing metabolism is that these more diverse organisms can survive on much
lower concentrations of limited carbon sources, such as acetate, thus enabling them to
outcompete heterotrophic organisms that need acetate as both an energy and carbon
source (16, 101).
Humics-oxidizing bacteria have been isolated from a variety of environments
(18). Generally, bacteria that are capable of performing humics oxidation are short,
motile, gram-negative, non-fermenting facultative anaerobes; however, there is one
isolate, strain KC (a Stigmatella species) that is described as a non-motile, long, thin,
obligate anaerobe (18, 74). More so, there has been an anoxygenic phototrophic
bacterium, Thiocystis strain E3P, isolated capable of utilizing HS as an electron donor
for photosynthetic processes (37). Of the humics-oxidizers currently isolated, most are
mesophiles and grow with an optimal temperature between 30°C and 37°C (18).
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Additionally, humics oxidizers isolated from soils and freshwater sediments grow
optimally without NaCl and isolates from marine sediments grow at an optimal salinity of
2% NaCl (wt vol-1) (18).
Bacteria capable of oxidizing humics are phylogenetically diverse, belonging to
all Proteobacteria subdivisions, closely related (93% and greater similarity) to genera
such as Pseudomonas, Dechloromonas, and Sulfurospirillum, as well as phyla such as
Acidobacteria and Firmicutes. Members of the Dechloromonas genus are known for
their ability to grow by dissimilatory (per)chlorate reduction and previous studies have
shown that all members are capable of coupling humics oxidation to either (per)chlorate
or nitrate reduction (1, 11, 16, 20). Members of Sulfurospirillum and Desulfitobacterium
are commonly studied for their ability to use chlorinated aromatics and ethenes as
electron acceptors in soils polluted with chlorinated compounds; however, they have
also been isolated in non-polluted soils and are able to oxidized reduced quinones
utilizing nitrate as the electron acceptor (57). The closest relative to the non-motile
obligate anaerobe strain KC described above is the myxobacterium Stigmatella erecta
(88.9% 16S rDNA sequence similarity) (18, 74). The myxobacteria are recognized for
their ability to decompose complex organic compounds in soil environments associated
with high humus content, which are common areas where reduced humics and nitrate
are readily available (74). However, a nitrate-dependent humics oxidation metabolism
in myxobacteria has yet to be investigated. Additionally, some HS oxidizing isolates
were recovered from marine environments previously identified as sulfate-reducing
environments, but none of those isolates were capable of sulfate reduction (18). Along
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with (per)chlorate and nitrate, known HS oxidizers are also capable of utilizing fumarate,
selenate, ferric iron, and/or manganese as terminal electron acceptors (18, 55, 57).
Even with the recent isolation and characterization of humics-oxidizing bacteria,
there is still little known about nitrate-dependent humic acid oxidation. However, it is
understood that utilizing reduced HS as an electron donor in anaerobic respiration is of
particular importance to the natural cycling of carbon and nitrogen in the environment.

Acidovorax ebreus strain TPSY – A former member of the John D. Coates
environmental microbiology laboratory in the Department of Plant and Microbial Biology
at the University of California at Berkeley isolated Acidovorax ebreus strain TPSY from
a sample of uranium- and nitrate-contaminated groundwater collected from the U.S.
Department of Energy’s (DOE) Integrated Field Research Challenge Site at Oak Ridge,
Tennessee (14). Based on 16S rRNA gene sequence analysis, A. ebreus strain TPSY
is a member of the beta (β) subclass of Proteobacteria, in the family Comamonadaceae,
and is most closely related to Acidovorax sp. strain JS42 (14). Acidovorax ebreus strain
TPSY is a motile, rod-shaped, facultative anaerobe that can be found free-living in
freshwater and grows best in moderate temperatures and over a broad pH range of 4.5
to 9. The strain TPSY genome has been completely sequenced by the DOE Joint
Genome Institute and is currently being annotated by Oak Ridge National Laboratory.
The approximately 3.8 million base pairs of circular DNA has a 66.8% GC content and
contains about 3,479 protein-encoding genes (http://genome.ornl.gov/microbial/diap/).
A. ebreus strain TPSY was originally isolated as a nitrate-dependent iron(II)
(Fe(II))-oxidizing bacterium; however, further physiological screening indicated that it is
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also capable of utilizing reduced uranium (U(IV)) and reduced quinones as electron
donors. This bacterium’s ability to utilize reduced HS as an electron donor, as well as
its ubiquitous presence in contaminated groundwater, makes Acidovorax ebreus strain
TPSY an ideal candidate to identify potential genes involved in nitrate-dependent humic
acid oxidation for bioremediation applications.

Environmental and Educational Significance. The goal of this study is to reveal
insights into the microbial communities capable of utilizing reduced humics as electron
donors in soil environments. Although there have been many studies investigating the
biochemistry and genetics of bacteria capable of utilizing HS as electron acceptors, little
is currently known of the microbial oxidation of reduced HS. Previous studies have
described several phylogenetically diverse isolates capable of nitrate-dependent HS
oxidation (18, 55) which suggests that anaerobic microbial HS oxidation is a ubiquitous
metabolism in the environment. The present study will identify dominant humicsoxidizing species and describe how the microbial population shifts in the presence of
humics in the environment.
Additionally, the results here will partially reveal aspects of the genetic pathways
involved in humics oxidation by Acidovorax ebreus strain TPSY. Since previous
investigations have demonstrated the importance of the HS redox state on the cycling of
iron, stability of nitrogen and carbon, and the mobility and bioavailability of organic and
inorganic environmental pollutants, the results of this study will have significant
implications regarding the fate of the above processes in the environment. Information
discovered in this study concerning the genetic pathways involved in humics oxidation
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could potentially lead to the creation of more cost-effective and efficient bioremediation
methods.
Furthermore, nothing is currently known of the public’s understanding of
bioremediation and other microbial processes that may lead to citizens being able to
make environmentally friendly choices and decisions. As such, this research is a waste
to the scientific enterprise if it is not communicated to the public. In fact, one of the
hallmarks of science and the scientific method is that it is a social enterprise routed in
the sharing of scientific information. Unfortunately, this social exchange has been
limited to and directed towards those scientists directly involved within the specific field
as a source of validation in the midst of this “publish or perish” era.
Historically, science has been considered open to the public through peerreviewed journal article submissions, discipline-specific meetings, and training
undergraduate and graduate students; however, recently, there has been a big push
towards broader impacts at the K-12 grade levels thanks to science education reform
highlighting the importance of science literacy. Thus, part of the goal of the current
project is to assess science teachers’ knowledge of bioremediation and other microbial
processes, and subsequently to develop microbiology curriculum models for K-12
teachers from which to teach about the importance of bacteria to everyday life, such as
cleaning up environmental toxins, as a contribution towards the science education
reform efforts aimed at science literacy for all citizens. Nevertheless, before the
development of these models and tools, we must understand how these concepts play
a role in the current goals of science education reform.
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Science (Biological) Literacy. The incorporation of science into the school curriculum
occurred during the 19th century and from that point until the early years of the 20th
century, advocates for science justified it based on its effectiveness in providing an
understanding of the natural world and the way it affects society as compared to the
humanities (25). In the years following World War II, citizens became afraid not only of
the damage that science could do to humankind, but also of the international status of
the U.S. as a significant force in the world. These concerns resulted in new reasons for
teaching science, which included making the public knowledgeable of the work
scientists did so that citizens would be supportive of science and teaching the public
scientific concepts so that citizens would have the skills and knowledge needed to make
intelligent judgments about the risks associated with science (25). These efforts
resulted in increased government spending in education and scientific research, leading
to a boom in technological advances and the release of reports that called for a change
in the goals of science education and creation of the phrase “science literacy,” indicating
that every educated person should be literate in regards to science (25, 49). Supporters
believed that since the education system should prepare people to live and work in the
rapidly changing world, science literacy should provide a broad understanding of
science and the rapid changes occurring in society whether one was to become a
scientist or not (25).
In spite of early descriptions of science literacy as a connection of science and
society, most science educators focused on teaching greater content knowledge in a
broad range of science fields in order to compete with the Soviet Union during the Cold
War and to solidify the perception of the U.S. as a superpower. The later years of the
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Cold War marked an era where educators again realized the importance of the
relationship between science and society and the technological applications of science
to the curriculum (25). A boom of science literacy definitions were found in publications
during this time and, in a broad sense, the phrase science literacy refers to the
information that the general public should know about science in order to live more
effectively by understanding the natural world (25, 49).
The establishment of Project 2061 by the American Association for the
Advancement of Science (AAAS) in 1985 to improve science literacy has led to perhaps
the most revolutionary and coordinated science education reform movement in history
as represented by Science for All Americans (SFAA) and Benchmarks for Science
Literacy. These publications not only gave recommendations for the information that all
scientifically literate students should know as a result of their total school experience
(5), but also outlined specific levels of understanding that all students should have
obtained by different grade levels (4). Additionally, the National Research Council of
the United States developed the National Science Education Standards (NSES) to
provide a broad and comprehensive definition of science literacy that involved not only a
mix of scientific facts, vocabulary, and concepts, but also the history and philosophy
behind using that information to understand public issues (49). According to SFAA, the
key concepts and principles in traditional science courses as well as courses in the
social sciences, mathematics, and technology need to be mastered in order to be
considered scientifically literate because a citizen needs to understand “about
themselves as a species” as well as the group behavior and social organizations
associated with human society (5, 49).
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The concept of science for all refers to the idea of shifting from teaching science
to those who desire to be science professionals to teaching science so that all students
can understand the natural world. Despite this idea, definitions of science literacy in
literature reflect two potentially conflicting visions of science literacy: one which focuses
on improving science literacy within science through science content as reflected in
National Science Education Standards and Benchmarks for Science Literacy (4, 68),
and the other which focuses on defining science literacy through “citizen science” or
“science for specific social purposes” as indicated in Rethinking Scientific Literacy and
the 1999 paper by E.W. Jenkins (40, 77). Although the definition for science literacy
tends to reflect the view held by the researcher, in this study, science literacy (and
biological literacy since we will specifically discuss biological concepts) is generally
referred to as the knowledge of scientific concepts that will enable one to have an
understanding of and respect for the natural world, make personal decisions about and
participate intelligently in societal discussions related to science and technological
issues, and attain skills that are required for being productive in today’s society (4, 5,
15, 68, 75). A similar explanation of science literacy is the PISA definition of scientific
literacy: “Scientific literacy is the capacity to use science knowledge to identify questions
and to draw evidence-based conclusions in order to understand and help make
decisions about the natural world and the changes made to it through human activity”
(34).
Although the above definitions of science literacy reflect the idea that science
content is only important because of its relationship to societal issues, when reviewing
educational reform trends most of the science reform language places an emphasis on
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highly technical jargon and concepts that are distant from everyday life phenomena,
thus emphasizing the education of future scientists more than that of future citizens (12,
77). However, the content needed for a citizen to participate in scientifically based
issues in society is vastly different from the content required by someone training for a
scientific or technological career (97). Supporters of science education reform believe
that citizens in today’s society need to be scientifically literate for several reasons. The
reform efforts were sparked by the realization that all students needed to know,
understand, and use certain scientific knowledge to participate and be successful in life
and work as citizens in a world that is increasingly dominated by science and
technology (12, 77). Some educators believe that scientific competencies are directly
related to skills needed to compete in the world, such as “solving problems creatively,
thinking critically, working cooperatively in teams, using technology effectively” and
identifying the differences between arguments that are relevant and corroborated with
those that are imprecise and unproven (32). Also needed are skills in
“inductive/deductive reasoning, systems-based thinking, critical decision making,
…construction of arguments and explanations based on data, [and] thinking in terms of
models,” all of which reflect the importance of science literacy in all citizens (12). If
science literacy corresponds to citizens who are able to make personal, economic, and
political decisions about science-related issues, then the lack of science literacy in the
U.S. may indicate a decreasing “supply of scientists and engineers, skilled workers, and
technological innovation, as well as to [declining] economic growth in general” which are
characteristics that currently plague the US (12).
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Realizing the importance of developing scientifically literate students, the United
States began to participate in various assessments used to measure science literacy,
such as the Program for International Student Assessment (PISA), the Trends in
International Mathematics and Science Study (TIMSS), and the National Assessment of
Educational Progress (NAEP). Although these assessments measure various aspects
of science literacy at different grade levels, most of the results reflect a country that is
preparing citizens who lack the problem solving and critical thinking skills needed to
successfully navigate an increasingly technologically based society. More specifically,
the most recent PISA assessment, a measure of a representative sample of U.S. 15year-olds’ abilities to apply scientific knowledge to problems from real-life perspectives,
revealed that only 29% of U.S. students are able to link concepts from different
disciplines of science directly to life situations, construct explanations and arguments
based on their critical analysis, and use scientific concepts to communicate decisions
that center on global, social, or personal issues on a high proficiency level (28). PISA
also uncovered that 18% of U.S. students are performing below the baseline proficiency
level, the level in which students demonstrate the science competencies that will enable
them to participate in a science and technology based society (28). Since by age 15
many U.S. students have completed their science requirements for graduation from high
school, these results suggest that a majority of students (who may have taken science
courses for the last time) will become decision-making citizens who are unable to
understand and explain scientific and technological issues that relate to complex,
everyday life situations, resulting in the issues of the lack of science literacy mentioned
above.
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In response to issues of science literacy, the U.S. National Commission of
Mathematics and Science Teaching for the 21st century set forth goals and action
strategies to facilitate improvement in science teaching (31). Goal 2, “increase
significantly the number of mathematics and science teachers and improve the quality
of their preparation,” specifically addressed reform in the preparation and continuing
education of pre-service and in-service science teachers at all grade levels, which is
similar to the call for better teachers reflected in other publications (2, 31, 47, 96). The
need for highly qualified science teachers stem from the realization that teachers are
inadequately prepared to teach. Krall et al. cited several studies suggesting that there
are schoolteachers with very weak science backgrounds, which maybe displayed as
poor attitudes towards science and negatively affect students’ understanding of science
concepts (47). Recent studies not only focus on an improvement in teacher conceptual
knowledge, but also in pedagogical content knowledge, the way teachers use their
interpretations and subject matter knowledge to facilitate student learning, as a way to
improve science instruction (45, 93, 98). Because of the call for better teachers, there
has been a growing interest in science teacher professional development, including a
call for more collaboration of higher education scientists with K-12 teachers through
federal grant funding for programs such as summer science camps for teachers (21, 26,
84, 88). The idea behind this collaboration is that the network of science educators at
the college and pre-college level can better prepare students for science work at the
university level and beyond if they work together (87). As concluded by Slifstein, “when
scientists make themselves available to teachers, they are providing key support for
teachers and sending a message that science education at all levels is important” (87).
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However, before the establishment of such collaborations and “in order to develop
effective professional development programs for science teachers at these levels and to
maximize program effectiveness, the major conceptual needs of in-service science
teachers must be determined and addressed” (47). Although the need for science
education reform and specifically teacher professional development has been
suggested for years, there is still little research on teacher conceptual knowledge and
understanding of specific life science concepts. According to the 2002 High School
Transcript Study, of the 99.5% of high school graduates that took a science course,
91% of those students took biology, suggesting that biology “stands out as the dominant
and almost exclusive science class for the majority of high school students” (61). The
purpose of this study was to identify southern Illinois-area middle and high school
teachers’ current familiarity of, interest in, and understanding of basic terms
foundational to understanding microbiology.

Conceptual Framework. As reflected in various reviews of science education reform
cited in Krall et al., measuring science teacher content knowledge may be an effective
way to determine student achievement (47). The logical first step to measuring science
teacher content knowledge is to identify teacher understanding of concepts that they are
expected to teach. National Science Education Standards (NSES) (68) and the
Benchmarks for Scientific Literacy (4) provide frameworks for life science content that
should be used to create the science education standards for each state, which would
lead to the development of local curriculum from those standards. As such, these are
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the concepts that teachers should also understand to effectively teach science to their
students.
In Science For All Americans (5), recommendations for the living environment
reference microorganisms as bacteria, single-celled organisms, decomposers, or tiny,
plant-like marine organisms in almost all of the recommended concepts including:
diversity of life, cells, interdependence of life, flow of matter and energy, and the
evolution of life. Additionally, in Developing Biological Literacy (8), the BSCS outlines a
list of unifying principles to serve as a guide on how to prioritize what should be
emphasized and what should be eliminated from a secondary and/or post-secondary
biology program. These unifying principles are similar to the life science standards
recommended in NSES and both make references to microorganisms. The NSES 5-8
life science standards require students to know the following:
•

Structure and Function in Living Systems – all organisms are composed of cells,
that most organisms are single celled, and that sometimes disease is caused by
infections by other organisms;

•

Reproduction and Heredity – some organisms reproduce by asexual
reproduction, some traits are inherited and others are from interactions with the
environment, and an organism’s behavior evolves through adaptation to its
environment;

•

Populations and Ecosystems – populations can be categorized by the function
they serve in an ecosystem, such as microorganisms as producers and
decomposers; and
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•

Diversity and Adaptations of organisms – there are millions of animals, plants,
and microorganisms alive today and this diversity is apparent from the analysis
of internal structures (68).

Also, in the NSES 9-12 life science standards, students are expected to build upon
knowledge from middle school science and to know the following:
•

The Cell – some organisms are capable of photosynthesis, while others perform
respiration for energy;

•

Biological Evolution – there are millions of species alive today that are related by
common ancestors and classified based on evolutionary relationships; and

•

The Interdependence of Organisms – energy flows from producers to
decomposers and in regards to population dynamics, resources limit populations
(68).

As indicated by its reference in several standards, microbiology concepts are
essential in the understanding of biology because they concern not just modern biology
but also everyday life (36). There have been several studies that argue the importance
of microbial literacy to society as a whole, but more specifically in enhancing biology
education in various grade levels (35, 70, 79, 80, 88). For instance, in the report issued
from the American Academy of Microbiology (79), microbes affect all life and without
them life is not possible; therefore, microbiology is central to any discussions of life and
should be integrated into all areas of biology education rather than reserved for a
particular branch of biology. Additionally, this report lists the following reasons as
evidence of the importance of microbes in biology and today’s society: microbes’ role in
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the basis of life through their evolutionary relationship to organisms that maybe at the
root of the tree of life; microbes’ maintaining life on earth through their roles in nutrient
and gas cycling in relation to current hot topics such as global warming and
bioremediation; microbes’ vital but dangerous role to human health due to issues of
microbial contamination in food and water, their use in bioterrorism, and the emergence
and re-emergence of infectious diseases; and microbes’ usefulness to industrial and
medical fields where they are used to generate enzymes, chemicals, and antibiotics in
the fast-growing biotechnology field.
Despite the noted importance of microbiology in the biology curriculum, there is a
lack of these concepts covered in general biological sciences curriculum for several
reasons including the problem of an already-too-full curriculum, textbooks that treat
microbiology as they did a generation ago, and the lack of teacher knowledge.
To address a “jam-packed” biology curriculum, replacement units that are
designed to replace some parts of the curriculum already being taught are
advantageous to supplemental units that are intended to be taught in addition to the
current curriculum (9). These replacement units offer teachers an opportunity to sample
a different teaching strategy without completely redoing their curriculum (9).
Biology textbooks offer a retro view of microbiology. They emphasize the
anatomy of microorganisms, highlight the differences of bacterial cells from plant and
animal cells, and stress the few pathogenic microorganisms when they should be
updated to include “new information about their ubiquity, diverse metabolisms, and
environmental impacts,” their roles in biotechnology, and how they affect our health and
environment (9). Introducing more favorable discussions of microbiology in K-12
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textbooks will contribute greatly to improving its integration into general biology
education.
There have been only a few studies that explore the conceptual knowledge of K12 students, and almost none that explore teacher conceptual knowledge, regarding
microbiology concepts (13, 35, 36, 43). The AAAS Science Assessment webpage
(http://assessment.aaas.org/pages/home), developed by AAAS Project 2061, gives
detailed information regarding “common misconceptions and alternative ideas students
have along with their correct ideas” for various life science, physical science, earth
science, and nature of science topics. Results from this study indicate that students
have misconceptions related to the following: all organisms are made up of cells, most
cells are so small that they can only be seen with a microscope, some bacteria need
oxygen while others do not, and bacteria, like plant and animal cells, need molecules
from food, water, and a way to eliminate wastes in order to continue to function.
Research on preconceptions of bacteria and consequences for teaching in
regards to biotechnology education revealed that some 17-year-old students believed
that bacteria play a role in several organs of the human body, are found in dirty places,
air, glass, living creatures, and swimming pools, and are responsible for the weakening
of the immune system and diseases such as cold, pneumonia, and flu (35). Another
study aimed to determine students’ conceptual understanding of microbiology concepts
indicated that students correctly characterized microorganisms as “microscopic
organisms, that are invisible to the naked eye;” however, students seemed to falsely
equate the small size to a simplicity or restriction in metabolism and other life processes
as compared to macroscopic organisms (36).
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More important is the study done by Jones and Rua (43) that examined
microbiology knowledge in students, teachers, and experts. This study revealed that
students and teachers of various grade levels exhibit some information about
microorganisms but have large gaps in their knowledge that may be correlated to grade
level. Specifically, teachers of higher grade levels tend to show a more detailed
understanding of microorganisms, while teachers of lower grade levels may reflect
some of the same misconceptions that are evident in elementary and early middle
grades students. Jones and Rua also noted, “students and teachers tend to limit their
knowledge of microorganisms to that of human illness” and indicated that the media
may be to blame for this negative view of microorganisms (43). An exercise by Williams
and Gillen (103) was designed to help teachers understand and convey a more positive
view of microorganisms by showing students the important role that microbes have in
our lives through the use of food. They argue that students have “microbe phobia”
because of the attention that harmful microbes get in the media. These results support
the need for a more comprehensive view of microorganisms as the foundation for
biology.
As previously stated, research studies have shown that teachers’ content
knowledge is important in determining student achievement; therefore, the conceptual
difficulties of students regarding microbiology concepts may stem from a lack of
comprehensive microbiology conceptual knowledge in in-service teachers. Therefore,
identifying teacher understanding and misunderstanding of basic microbial concepts is
an important step towards the development of curriculum replacement units for teachers
and professional develop programs that address the concepts that they may not
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understand. Considering these potential benefits, the questions that guided this study
in taking the initial steps were: To what extent do in-service K-12 teachers perceive
themselves to be familiar with selected basic microbiology concepts? To what extent
are in-service K-12 teachers interested in learning more about the selected basic
microbiology concepts? What is the in-service K-12 teachers’ actual knowledge of
basic microbiology concepts?
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CHAPTER 2
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Source of Samples. Anoxic upflow glass columns (Fig. 4) were constructed by Dr. J.
Ian Van Trump (former doctoral student in the laboratory of Dr. John D. Coates at the
University of California Berkeley) to examine the ability of humic acids to carry out
denitrification reactions in complex flow-through model systems. The columns were
constructed as previously described (99) and contained a support matrix of 3 mm
diameter glass beads amended with 10% wt/wt soil collected from a corn plot on a
Nebraska farm. All columns were subjected to a continual flow of phosphate-buffered
water containing sodium nitrate as the electron acceptor, injected near the bottom of the
column. Columns were allowed to equilibrate, and then were continuously injected with
phosphate-buffered water containing respective electron donor treatments (reduced
humic acids (HA), oxidized HA, acetate, and no donor) above the point source for
nitrate injection for 14 days. The column with no donor was injected with buffered liquid
media in place of any electron donors and was utilized and labeled as the control
column. There were four sample ports in each column, referred to as zones A–D, which
allowed the spatial effects of electron donor treatment as a function of distance from the
injection point source to be determined. The zones were collected under N2 from the top
down with liquid samples being collected as much as possible followed by bead
recovery from each zone for solid samples. There were a total of 32 samples from the
four columns containing four zones with both a beads and liquid samples from each
zone. Following the column study, all samples were shipped to the laboratory of Dr.
Laurie A. Achenbach at Southern Illinois University Carbondale.
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Figure 4. Column diagram. Sediment samples were collected from a corn plot on a
Nebraska farm and used by J. I. Van Trump to construct four glass columns containing
a support matrix of glass beads. There was a continual upflow of phosphate-buffered
water containing sodium nitrate that served as the electron acceptor. The electron donor
treatments (reduced HA, oxidized HA, acetate, and no donor) were continuously
injected above the electron acceptor injection site. There were four sample ports,
labeled A–D, used to collect liquid and solid (beads) samples from the column.
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Genomic DNA Extraction and Amplification. Total community DNA was extracted
from each sample using the FastDNA SPIN kit for Soil using the protocol designed by
the vendor (Qbiogene, Solon, OH). 16S ribosomal RNA gene amplifications were
performed for each zone in a total of 50 µl following the standard reaction mixture
protocol recommended by the vendor using Takara Ex Taq DNA Polymerase, including
its 10X Ex Taq Buffer (Mg2+ free), 25 mM MgCl2, and dNTP Mixture (Takara Bio, Inc.)
and primers specific for bacterial 16S rRNA genes (Table 1). The reaction mixture was
made as follows: 5 µl of 10X Ex Taq Buffer, 5 µl of 10 mM bovine serum albumin (BSA),
3 µl of 25 mM MgCl2, 4 µl of dNTP Mixture (2.5 mM each), 2 µl of each primer at 125
µg/ml, 0.25 µl Ex Taq DNA Polymerase, 1 µl of total sample DNA, and nuclease-free
H2O to 50 µl final volume. Thermal cycling was carried out using the Mastercycler®
gradient (Eppendorf Scientific, Inc., Westburg, NY) under the following touchdown PCR
conditions: 3 min at 94°C, 20 cycles of 1 min at 94°C, 1 min at 59°C with a 0.5°C
decrease per cycle, and 1 min at 72°C, followed by 10 cycles of 1 min at 94°C, 1 min at
55°C, and 1 min at 72°C, plus an additional 10 min cycle at 72°C, ending with a 4°C
hold. Amplification products were analyzed by electrophoresis on 0.7% (wt/vol) agarose
gels followed by ethidium bromide staining.
Table 1. 16S rRNA gene primer sequences used for PCR (38)
Primer Name
341F

Primer sequence (5' → 3')*
CCTACGGGAGGCAGCAG

907R

CCGTCAATTCCTTTRAGTTT

-GC clamp
CGCCCGCCGCGCCCCGCGCCCGTCCCGCCGCCCCCGCCCG
*obtained from Integrated DNA Technologies
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Sequencing and Sequence Analysis. All PCR products verified to be the correct size
were cloned into cells of Escherichia coli using the pCR 4.0-TOPO cloning kit
(Invitrogen, Carlsbad, Calif.) according to the manufacturer’s protocol. 96 single colony
transformants from each zone were selected and grown overnight at 37°C with aeration
at 14,000 rpm in 3 ml of LB broth supplemented with kanamycin at 50 µg/ml. The next
day, 0.3 ml 50% glycerol was added to 0.7 ml of the overnight culture and
culture/glycerol solution was stored at -70°C. 100 ml of culture/glycerol solution from
each of the transformants was transferred to 384-well plates and stored at -70°C. The
Genome Sequencing Center (Washington University, St. Louis, MO) performed
sequencing of all transformants from the plates. Sequence entry was performed using
BioEdit software program (Ibis Biosciences, Carlsbad, CA). 16S rDNA sequence
similarities were determined using the Ribosomal Database Project.

Denaturing Gradient Gel Electrophoresis (DGGE). DGGE was performed with the
DCode universal mutation detection system (Bio-Rad) as previously described (64, 67).
To minimize PCR bias, duplicate PCR reactions were performed as described above
except for the addition of a GC-clamp on the forward primer (Table 1), combined for
each sample, and products were verified by agarose gel electrophoresis and ethidium
bromide staining as described above. Each sample verified to be the correct product
was applied directly onto 6% (wt/vol) denaturing polyacrylamide gels in 1X TAE (40 mM
Tris acetate and 1 mM EDTA) with gradients that contained 30—60% denaturant (100%
is 7M urea and 40% [vol/vol] deionized formamide). DGGE was performed at a
constant voltage of 130 V and a temperature of 60°C for 8 hours. Following
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electrophoresis, the gels were incubated for 15 minutes in a SYBR Green I stain bath, 1
µl SYBR Green I dye (Sigma-Aldrich) stock solution diluted in 10 ml 1X TAE buffer (pH
8.3), and photographed using UV transillumination. Selected bands were excised, reamplified by PCR using the primers previously described, cloned into chemically
competent Escherichia coli cells using pCR 4.0-TOPO vectors as previously described,
and shipped to Agencourt® Bioscience Corporation for sequencing.
Sequence entry, manipulation, and 16S rRNA gene sequence similarities were
determined using the Ribosomal Database Project (Release 10). The sequences from
DGGE bands were aligned to known HS oxidizers using the Ribosomal Database
Project’s aligner and a weighted version of a neighbor joining phylogenetic tree was
created (Tree Builder, RDP, Release 10). The Jukes-Cantor distance correction model
was used to generate a distance matrix and bootstrap analysis was conducted on 100
replications to calculate the majority consensus tree
(http://rdp.cme.msu.edu/treebuilderpub/treeHelp.jsp).

Anaerobic Culturing of A. ebreus Strain TPSY. Acidovorax ebreus strain TPSY cells
were grown using standard, strict anaerobic culturing techniques in triplicate, as
previously described (39, 63), under three different growth conditions. One condition
(AHDS) served as the experimental HS-oxidizing environment and the other two
conditions (AC and AQDS) served as controls as followed:
1. AHDS – 5 mM AHDS as the electron donor, 10 mM nitrate as the electron
acceptor, and 5 mM acetate as the carbon source.
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2. Acetate – 5 mM acetate as both the electron donor and carbon source, 10 mM
nitrate as the electron acceptor, and no HS.
3. AQDS – 5 mM acetate as the electron donor and carbon source and 10 mM
nitrate as the electron acceptor in the presence of 5 mM 9,10-anthraquinone-2,6disulfonic acid disodium salt (AQDS) to eliminate those genes that are
responding to HS in any redox state. Strain TPSY cannot utilize AQDS as an
electron acceptor.

Freshwater bicarbonate-buffered media was prepared including the respective
electron donors and acceptors indicated above and the following: 5 mM ammonium
chloride, 5 mM sodium phosphate monobasic, 1 mM potassium chloride, 30 mM sodium
bicarbonate, 1% Wolf’s Vitamin solution, and 1% Wolf’s Mineral solution at pH 7. The
culture media was boiled under a steady stream of N2-CO2 (80:20) to remove dissolved
O2, immediately cooled in an ice bath, and then 100 ml were dispensed into serum
bottles that had been gassed with N2-CO2 (80:20). The media containing AHDS was
prepared by chemically reducing an equivalent amount of AQDS as previously
described (17). After the media was boiled under N2-CO2 (80:20) for about 15 minutes,
it was then boiled in the presence of palladium-covered aluminum chips under a steady
stream of H2-CO2 (80:20) until AQDS was reduced to AHDS as indicated by a change in
media color from light yellow to a dark red wine, respectively. After AQDS reduction,
the media was cooled and dispensed into serum bottles as described above. All of the
serum bottles were immediately sealed with thick butyl rubber stoppers and sterilized by
autoclaving.
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Final AHDS concentration was estimated using the ferrozine assay as previously
described (53). Fe(III) was added to the chemically reduced media, and after 15
minutes, the Fe(II) production was measured to determine AQDS reduction.
A 10% inoculum of anaerobically grown strain TPSY culture was added to each
serum bottle and incubated at 37°C. Cell growth was monitored by measuring
absorbance at 600 nm (A600) and humic acid oxidation was indicated by observing the
formation of AQDS by a color change in the media, which gradually changed from a
dark, red wine to an orange-yellow (Fig. 5). The cells were harvested for RNA
extractions during the mid to late log phase of growth.

A.

B.

C.

Figure 5. Acidovorax ebreus strain TPSY oxidation of AHDS. Upon anoxic inoculation
of strain TPSY (A), partial AHDS oxidation is observed as the media gradually changes
to a shade of orange (B), followed by the complete oxidation of AHDS resulting in media
that is a shade of yellow (C).
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RNA Extraction. All relevant equipment (pipettes, plastic tips, and microcentrifuge
tubes) used during RNA work was either purchased as certified RNase- and DNase-free
(USA Scientific Inc.) or treated with RNAseZap (Ambion, Inc.). In order to inhibit the
activity of RNA degrading enzymes, all reagents were prepared with 0.1% diethyl
pyrocarbonate (DEPC)-treated water. Anaerobically grown cell cultures of strain TPSY
were transferred to Oakridge bottles under constant N2 gas to maintain an anoxic
atmosphere and centrifuged at 4°C for 15 minutes to pellet the cells. After the
supernatant was removed, the pellet was re-suspended in 5-10 volumes of RNAlater
Solution (Ambion, Inc.) for RNA preservation and stored at -20°C.
Bacterial cells stored in RNAlater Solution were centrifuged at 4°C for 5 minutes
to pellet the cells. After the supernatant was removed, the cell pellets were resuspended in 1 ml Trizol reagent (Invitrogen, Carlsbad, Calif.) and the entire solution
was transferred to Lysing Matrix B tubes (MP Bio) containing 0.1 mm silica beads to
shear the cells. The samples were homogenized by bead beating in a FastPrep
biopulverizer (MP Bio) for 30 seconds followed by a 5-minute incubation period at room
temperature. 200 µl of cold chloroform was added to each sample and the tubes were
vigorously shaken by hand for 15 seconds. An additional 2-minute incubation period at
room temperature was followed by centrifugation at a speed of 12,000 x g for 15
minutes at 4°C. The upper aqueous phase was transferred to a fresh tube and the RNA
was precipitated from it by mixing the aqueous phase with 500 µl of cold isopropyl
alcohol. The samples were incubated for 10 minutes at room temperature and then
centrifuged at a speed of 12,000 x g for 10 minutes at 4°C. After removing the
supernatant, the gel-like RNA pellet was washed once with 1 ml of cold 75% ethanol.
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The samples were mixed by vortexing and then centrifuged at a speed of no more than
7,500 x g for 5 minutes at 4°C. The ethanol was removed from the pellet and the RNA
pellet was allowed to air-dry by placing the tube upside down for approximately 5
minutes. The RNA pellet was resuspended in 50 µl DEPC-treated water by pipetting up
and down.

DNase Treatment. RNA extraction was followed by a DNase removal treatment using
the TURBO DNA-free™ kit (Ambion, Inc.). 5 µl of 10X DNase I buffer and 1 µl of
DNase I were gently mixed with the 50 µl RNA sample and incubated at 37°C for 30
minutes. Following the incubation, 5 µl of DNase Inactivation Reagent was added to the
tubes and mixed by vortexing. The solution was allowed to incubate at room
temperature for 2 minutes and was centrifuged at 10,000 rpm for 1 minute. The
supernatant (approximately 50 µl) was transferred to a fresh RNase-free tube and
stored at -70°C.

RNA Purification. RNA purification was achieved using the RNeasy MiniElute Cleanup
kit (Qiagen) to remove any additional contaminants in order to produce high-quality
RNA. DEPC-treated water was added to the DNase treated RNA samples to adjusted
them to a 100 µl volume. 350 µl of buffer RLT was added and the sample was mixed by
gently pipetting the entire volume up and down. 250 µl of cold 100% ethanol was
immediately added to the diluted RNA sample and the entire mixture was transferred to
an RNeasy Mini spin column placed in a 2-ml collection tube. The column was
centrifuged for 15 seconds at 14,000 rpm and the flow-through was discarded. To wash
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the spin column membrane, 500 µl of buffer RPE was added and the spin column was
centrifuged at 14,000 rpm for 15 seconds. After the flow-through was discarded, the
previous wash step was repeated and centrifugation was extended to 2 minutes. To dry
the spin column, the membrane was placed into a new collection tube and centrifuged
at 14,000 rpm for 1 minute. The dried spin column was placed in a new 1.5-ml
microcentrifuge tube and the purified RNA was eluted by adding 50 µl of DEPC-treated
water to the spin column membrane and centrifuging for 1 minute at top speed. To
increase RNA concentration, 25 µl eluate from the previous step and 25 µl of DEPCtreated water was added to the spin column and the tube was centrifuged again at top
speed for 1 minute. The purified RNA product was stored at -20°C for further
downstream applications.
RNA integrity and purity was determined by electrophoresis on a denaturing
agarose gel and by use of a spectrophotometer, respectively. 2 µl of each RNA sample
was placed on the platform of the NanoDrop 1000 Spectrophotometer (Thermo Fisher
Scientific, Inc., Wilmington, DE) to determine RNA concentration at ng/µl and
absorbance at wavelengths of 230 nm, 260 nm, and 280 nm.
The integrity of the RNA was determined by visualization on a denaturing
agarose gel using reagents from the NorthernMax™-Gly system (Ambion, Inc.). To
prepare the 1% (wt/vol) gel, 0.8 g of agarose was added to 72 ml of DEPC-treated H2O
and 8 ml of 10X Gel Pre/Running Buffer. The mixture was heated and the melted
agarose was immediately poured into a gel rig with a casting tray. The well comb was
added and the gel was allowed to solidify for 30 minutes. While the gel was solidifying,
5 µg of each RNA sample and the RNA marker (Promega, Madison, WI) were mixed
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with an equal volume of Glyoxal Load Dye. The RNA sample-dye solution was
incubated at 50°C in a dry heat block for 30 minutes. The RNA samples were
immediately loaded into the gel once it solidified and was prepared for electrophoresis.
Electrophoresis was carried out at 70 volts for approximately 2.5 hours or until the
bromophenol blue dye was about ¾ of the way down the gel. The gel was visualized on
a short-wave UV transilluminator and a picture was taken using the GeneCam system
(Spectroline, Boston, MA).
High quality RNA that displayed two distinct rRNA bands (23S and 16S) without
any smearing or the presence of small RNAs or 5S at the bottom of the gel and
displayed absorbance ratios (A260/A230 and A260/A280) above 1.8 were used for further
experimental applications.

Microarray. To analyze global gene expression of Acidovorax ebreus strain TPSY, 24
µg of total RNA, from each of the three growth conditions described above, was
submitted to Roche NimbleGen, Incorporated. Since the genome of Acidovorax ebreus
strain TPSY has been completely sequenced (14), Roche NimbleGen, Inc. was able to
custom design an oligonucleotide array containing fifteen 60-mer oligo probes per
transcript (3,459 sequence transcripts with probes) in a set of 7 replicates based on the
GenBank file NC_011992 downloaded from NCBI on December 22, 2010. Full
microarray service was performed by Roche NimbleGen and included the following:
cDNA synthesis, labeling, and hybridization to the array, followed by microarray
scanning, image analysis, and raw data pre-processing.
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The normalized data provided by Roche NimbleGen was analyzed using the
ArrayStar Software Program (DNASTAR, Madison, WI) as well as by Jenny Drnevich
(Functional Genomics Bioinformatics Specialist at the University of Illinois at UrbanaChampaign). Since Roche NimbleGen used 7 sets of probes (and 15 probes per
transcript), the average expression value for each transcript was determined and
transformed to log2 values. Additionally, the 7 sets of probes were treated as
experimental replicates to enable some statistical analysis. One-way Analysis of
Variance (ANOVA) on the 3 groups was measured by F statistic values and False
Discovery Rate adjusted p-values. Next, fold change induction values for each
transcript were determined as ratios of AHDS/AQDS, AHDS/AC, and AQDS/AC. False
Discovery Rate adjusted p-values associated with each fold change value was also
calculated. A list of genes with a minimum fold-change value above 2 at statistically
significant p<0.05 levels in both the AHDS/AQDS and AHDS/AC conditions were
generated, excluding the following: housekeeping genes, ribosomal genes, nitrate
reduction and denitrification metabolism genes, and acetate metabolism genes and
prioritized for further downstream applications (Appendix I). Hierarchical and k-means
clustering techniques were also utilized to further analyze gene expression and an
additional list of genes was generated with this technique (Appendix II).

Semi-Quantitative Reverse Transcriptase (RT) PCR. A semi-quantitative RT–PCR
method, also called the random hexamer RT method, was used as described by
Benson et al. (7) to confirm differentially expressed genes identified from microarray
analysis. In this process, cDNA was synthesized from random hexamers and then the
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cDNA was amplified using gene-specific primers and the Improm-II reverse transcription
system (Promega), in a reaction similar to RNA arbitrarily primed PCR (RAP-PCR) as
previously described (29).
For first-strand cDNA synthesis, 2 µg of total RNA at 1 µg/µl and 2 µM of random
hexamer (Roche) were added to a 0.2 ml RNase-free PCR reaction tube and DEFCtreated water was used to bring the final volume up to 5 µl. The reaction tubes were
processed in a thermocycler using the following conditions: 70°C for 5 minutes and then
4°C for 5 minutes. The 5 µl RNA-hexamer product was centrifuged for 10 seconds and
added to the following 15 µl master mix: 6.1 µl RNase-free water, 4 µl of Improm-II 5X
reaction buffer, 2.4 µl of MgCl2 at 25 mM, 1 µl of dNTP mix (each dNTP at 10 mM), 0.5
µl of RNasin RNase inhibitor, and 1 µl of Improm-II reverse transcriptase enzyme. This
20 µl total volume cDNA synthesis reaction was placed in a thermocycler under the
following conditions: 5 minutes at an annealing temperature of 25°C and then 37°C for
60 minutes. Inactivation of the reverse transcriptase was achieved by immediately
heating the tubes to 70°C for 15 minutes followed by a 4°C hold. Following inactivation,
tubes were frozen at -20°C until further use.
Acidovorax ebreus strain TPSY sequence information was obtained from the
annotated gene database (http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/nuccore/CP001392) and utilized
to design 18-22 base-long gene specific primers (Table 2) using the Mac Vector 8.0
(Oxford Molecular Group) software. The cDNA product (1 µl) synthesized following the
methods described above was used as a template for amplification with the gene
specific primers. The 50 µl total volume reaction mixture was as follows: 32.75 µl of
ddH2O (Sigma), 5 µl of 10X Ex Taq Buffer, 3 µl of 25 mM MgCl2, 4 µl of dNTP Mixture
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(2.5 mM of each dNTP), 2 µl of each primer at 125 µg/ml, and 0.25 µl Ex Taq DNA
Polymerase. Negative controls contained DEPC-treated water in place of cDNA.
Thermal cycling was carried out using the Mastercycler® gradient (Eppendorf Scientific,
Inc., Westburg, NY) under the following program conditions: 5 minutes at 95°C, 20
cycles of 1 minute at 94°C, 1 minute at 55°C, and 1 minutes at 72°C, followed by 72°C
elongation for 5 minutes and 4°C hold. Amplification products were analyzed by
electrophoresis on 0.7% (wt/vol) agarose gels followed by ethidium bromide staining.
Gel bands of the correct size and expression pattern were considered to be verification
of the original microarray results.
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Table 2. Gene specific primer sequences used for semi-quantitative RT-PCR
Target Gene
Dtpsy_0319
Dtpsy_0907
Dtpsy_1346
Dtpsy_1357
Dtpsy_1610
Dtpsy_1856
Dtpsy_1859
Dtpsy_2204
Dtpsy_2205
Dtpsy_2368
Dtpsy_2369
Dtpsy_3434
Dtpsy_3438

Primer Name
Dtpsy0319F
Dtpsy0319R
Dtpsy0907F
Dtpsy0907R
Dtpsy1346F
Dtpsy1346R
Dtpsy1357F
Dtpsy1357R
Dtpsy1610F
Dtpsy1610R
Dtpsy1856F
Dtpsy1856R
Dtpsy1859F
Dtpsy1859F
Dtpsy2204F
Dtpsy2204R
Dtpsy2205F
Dtpsy2205R
Dtpsy2368F
Dtpsy2368R
Dtpsy2369F
Dtpsy2369R
Dtpsy3434F
Dtpsy3434R
Dtpsy3438F
Dtpsy3438R

*obtained from Integrated DNA Technologies
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Primer sequence (5' → 3')*
CGCAACAGCCTTTTGGATGC
CCACTTTGTCCTTGAAATGCCAG
CGAGGTTGATGGCGTTGAAC
GCGACCCTGAAGAAAAATCGG
TGGCAGCAGTTCTCCGTGAG
CACCCAACACCCTGTCCTTTC
CCTTGGCGGTGGAGAGGG
CGGTGAGGCAGAGGTGGAC
ATGTCCTTGGGGCAGAGCGG
ATCGTGGAATGCTGGGGCG
GCAAATAGTCCTCACTGACCCCAG
ATGCGTAAGCGTGCCAGAATCC
TGACCCCTTCAAGAGTTCGTCC
GACTGACCTTTGCCCTCACTTATG
GGCGGGAAGGCAAATACATCTAC
AAACCAGTGTGTCAGGCTGCGAG
CGGTTGAAAGGCTGTTGGG
GCTCCATCTGCGACAAAGTCC
TCAGTGGCGAATCAGGTGGTC
AAGTGAATGGCGACGGCAG
CGACCAAGTCCAGCGAAGGAG
GCCGACCACTACGACGAGC
TGAAATACCCGACCCCGTTG
CGCACTTCGTAGCAGCCGTC
CGCACCACCTTCTCTCTCGC
CGAAAAATACTGCCACCCGTG

Microbiology Literacy Data Collection Procedures
Subjects. The sample comprised 62 in-service elementary, middle, and high school
teachers from several school districts across southern Illinois. During summer 2010,
teachers participated in the following Math and Science Partnership workshops offered
via Southern Illinois University Carbondale: Southern Illinois Partnership for
Achievement in Mathematics & Science Project (SIPAMS), Science, Mathematics and
Action Research for Teachers (SMART), and Partnership for Improved Achievement in
Science through Computational Science (PIASCS).

Instruments. A three-part instrument was employed in this study to survey in-service
teachers’ perceived levels of familiarity with and interest in learning more about selected
microbiology concepts and their actual understanding of the selected microbiology
concepts (Appendix III). The instrument contained demographic information that asked
for the following: gender and age; subject area of teaching certification; subject(s)
taught, grade level taught, and number of years taught; and name and number of
science courses completed in college/university. There were additional open-ended
questions that asked the following: What is microbiology? What is your impression as to
how microbiology relates to biology? Do you integrate microbiology into your
curriculum? If so, list the classes and give examples of activities. What would be
necessary for you to add more microbiology into your curriculum?
In section 1 of the instrument, subjects indicated their familiarity to microbiology
concepts by marking whether the term was familiar to them and they understood its
meaning, the term was familiar to them but they did not understand its meaning, or the
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term was not familiar to them. The microbiology concepts listed were
antibody/antibiotic, archaebacteria, bacteria, colony, endospore, fungi, microorganism,
nucleoid, pathogen, prion, prokaryote, retrovirus, spore, vaccine/vaccination, and virus.
The subjects’ interest in receiving more information was assessed in section 2 of the
instrument by marking whether they were very interested, interested, or not at all
interested in receiving more information about the concepts listed above. Finally,
section 3 contained an open answer section in which subjects defined, in their own
words, each of the above microbiology concepts.

Data Analysis. For the first two sections of the questionnaire, the percentage
distribution of each response was determined and graphed and for the conceptual
knowledge section, the percentages of correct, partially correct, and incorrect responses
were calculated and graphed.
Additional data analysis was completed using the SPSS statistics (SPSS Inc.,
Chicago, IL). The following independent variables were used in this study: gender, total
number of science courses taken, total number of life science/biology courses taken,
subject area of certification, subjects taught, and grade level taught. The three
dependent variables used in this study were a sum of ranking scores from the
familiarity, interest, and conceptual knowledge sections of the instrument. Data was
explored using the following descriptive statistics: frequency tables for independent
variables and means and standard deviations for dependent variables. The Cronbach’s
Alpha value was computed to assess the internal consistency reliability for each section
of the instrument. Pearson correlation coefficients between Familiarity, Interest, and
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Conceptual knowledge were calculated to determine if there was a relationship between
the three constructs. The independent samples t test and one-way or single factor
analysis of variance (ANOVA) were used to determine significant differences between
the three constructs based on grouping by the independent variables. Posthoc tests,
Tukey HSD and Games-Howell, were used to reveal where the significant differences
occurred in the ANOVA test.
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CHAPTER 3
RESULTS
Column DNA Amplification. The samples used in this study were collected from a
column study as described above. Sediment samples were collected from a corn plot on
a Nebraska farm and used to construct four anoxic upflow glass columns containing a
support matrix of glass beads. Nitrate served as the electron acceptor and the following
substances served as electron donors: reduced humic acids (RHA), oxidized HA (OHA),
acetate (AC), and buffered liquid media (CON). PCR amplification of both the liquid (Fig.
6) and solid (beads) (Fig. 7) DNA samples from the column study yielded approximately
600 base-pair products using a primer set specific for bacterial 16S rRNA (ribosomal
RNA) genes. There were no amplification products of the desired length obtained with
the primer set using sterile water as the template; Acidovorax ebreus strain TPSY
genomic DNA was used as a positive control for all PCR reactions (Fig. 8).
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Figure 6. Liquid samples PCR amplification of a 600-bp region of the 16S rRNA gene
using the 341F-GC/907R primer set. Lane 1, AC zone A; Lane 2, AC zone B; Lane 3,
AC zone C; Lane 4, AC zone D; Lane 5, OHA zone A; Lane 6, OHA zone B; Lane 7,
OHA zone C; Lane 8, OHA zone D. Lane 9, RHA zone A; Lane 10, RHA zone B; Lane
11, RHA zone C; Lane 12, RHA zone D; Lane 13, CON zone A; Lane 14, CON zone B;
Lane 15, CON zone C; Lane 16, CON zone D; Lane 17, 1-kb ladder.
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Figure 7. Bead samples PCR amplification of a 600-bp region of the 16S rRNA gene
using the 341F-GC/907R primer set. Lane 1, AC zone A; Lane 2, AC zone B; Lane 3,
AC zone C; Lane 4, AC zone D; Lane 5, OHA zone A; Lane 6, OHA zone B; Lane 7,
OHA zone C; Lane 8, OHA zone D. Lane 9, RHA zone A; Lane 10, RHA zone B; Lane
11, RHA zone C; Lane 12, RHA zone D; Lane 13, CON zone A; Lane 14, CON zone B;
Lane 15, CON zone C; Lane 16, CON zone D; Lane 17, 1-kb ladder.

1 2 3

Figure 8. PCR amplification of a 600-bp region of the 16S rRNA gene using the 341FGC/907R primer set. Lane 1, A. ebreus; land 2, negative control (no DNA); lane 3, 1-kb
ladder.
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Clone Library Analysis of Liquid Samples. Sequence analysis of clones from each
column suggests that there was a diverse population of microorganisms capable of
utilizing acetate as a carbon source, nitrate as an electron acceptor, and various
substances as electron donors. Out of the 96 clones chosen for sequence analysis for
each zone in each column, 56-83% of the sequences aligned to existing reference
samples in the Ribosomal Database Project. A total of twenty-two different phyla were
identified across the different columns. The majority of the clones were closely related
to four well-characterized phyla: the Acidobacteria, the Bacteroidetes, the Firmicutes,
and the Proteobacteria. The remaining clones were assigned to one category, denoted
as Minor Category, and included the following: Actinobacteria, Aquificae, Caldiserica,
Chlorobi, Chloroflexi, Crenarchaeota*, Cyanobacteria, Deferribacteres, DeinococcusThermus, Euryarchaeota*, Gemmatimonadetes, Nitrospira, Planctomycetes,
Spirochaetes, Synergistetes, Thermotogae, Verrucomicrobacteria, and WS3. Although
primers specific for the bacterial 16S rRNA gene were used to amplify the column
samples, as indicated in the minor category (denoted by *) there were some sequences
that were closely related to phyla found in domain Archaea.
In the control column liquid samples (Fig. 9), there was a slight increase in
Acidobacteria across the four zones. Zone A contained mostly classes
Acidobacteria_Gp4 and Acidobacteria_Gp5; where as zones B-D also included class
Holophagae. The majority of Bacteroidetes sequences were classified into three main
classes, Sphingobacteria, Flavobacteria, and Bacteroidia. Phylum Firmicutes contained
sequences closely related to representatives from classes Bacilli and Clostridia, and
alpha, beta, delta, and gamma subclasses of Proteobacteria were present in all zones.
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There were various phyla represented in the minor category, but Chlorobi class
Chlorobia and Synergistetes class Synergistia were found in every zone.
The liquid samples from the acetate column exhibited a similar community profile
(Fig. 10). Sequences closely related to Phylum Acidobacteria were mostly comprised of
classes Acidobacteria_Gp4 and Acidobacteria_Gp5, whereas the increase in zone B
can be attributed to the appearance of classes Acidobacteria_Gp11 and Holophagae.
Representatives from phylum Firmicutes were mostly from class Clostridia and phylum
Bacteroidetes were mostly class Flavobacteria and Sphingobacteria. Additionally, alpha,
beta, delta, and gamma subclasses of Proteobacteria were present in all zones, and the
zone C increase in Proteobacteria can be attributed to an increase in alpha
Proteobacteria, mainly Sphingomonadales, Kordilmonadales, and Rickettsiales. The
minor category exhibited a diverse array of various phylotypes; however, Actinobacteria
were located in every zone and the increase in the minor category in zone B was
attributed to the appearance of more Gemmatimonadetes.
There was a slightly different community profile shift associated with the oxidized
HA column liquid samples (Fig. 11). Again, phylum Acidobacteria contained mostly
class Acidobacteria_Gp4 and phylum Firmicutes contained mostly class Clostridia.
Phylum Bacteroidetes was comprised mostly of class Sphingobacteria; however, after
the increase of Bacteroidetes in zone B, zones C and D began to show representatives
from classes Flavobacteria and Bacteroidia. The Proteobacteria subclasses alpha,
beta, delta, and gamma were also found in this column; however, the gamma
Proteobacteria were not present in zones B and C. The increase in zone D was
attributed to an increase in alpha (mostly Rhizobiales) and beta (Burkholderiales,
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Methylophilales, and Nitrosomonadales), and the re-appearance of gamma
Proteobacteria. In this column, zones A and C showed almost 30% of representatives
in the minor category. In these two zones, there were higher numbers of Synergistetes
and Verrucomicrobia, and Actinobacteria was found in every zones.
In the reduced HA liquid column (Fig. 12), the Acidobacteria were mostly from
class Acidobacteria_Gp4 and the percentage of them present was similar to the other
columns. Phylum Bacteroidetes was comprised mostly of class Sphingobacteria with a
few representatives from class Flavobacteria in each zone. There was an increase of
Bacteroidetes in zone D that included both of the previous two classes as well as
members from a class that was not yet named. In zone A, phylum Firmicutes included
members from classes Bacilli and Clostridia, but zones B and C only included class
Clostridia and there were no Firmicutes in zone D. The Proteobacteria subclasses
alpha, beta, delta, and gamma were also found in this column; however, the gamma
Proteobacteria were not present in zone A and the delta Proteobacteria were not in
zone D. In zones A and B, the minor category was over 20% and contained higher
numbers of Gemmatimonadetes, Nitrospira, Synergistetes, and Verrucomicrobia
whereas in zones C and D this category represented less than 10%.
One of the goals of the community analysis for this study was to identify the
populations of organisms that are capable of nitrate-dependent HA oxidation.
Therefore, comparisons were made across all of the columns based on each zone to
identify population shifts specific to the reduced HA column (Fig. 13). In zone A, the
control and acetate columns have similar profiles. The oxidized HA column contained
less Firmicutes and both the oxidized and reduced HA columns had a higher
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percentage of the minority category. The reduced HA column contained a higher
percentage of Bacteroidetes and a lower percentage of Proteobacteria. In zone B, the
most notable difference was the large increase in Bacteroidetes and the decrease in the
minor category seen in the oxidized HA column. This increase in Bacteroidetes was not
detected until zone D in the reduced HA column. These results suggest that
Bacteroidetes may respond to the presence of humic substances.
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Figure 9. Liquid Control column 16S rRNA gene sequence analysis.
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Figure 10. Liquid Acetate column 16S rRNA gene sequence analysis.
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Figure 11. Liquid Oxidized HA column 16S rRNA gene sequence analysis.
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Figure 12. Liquid Reduced HA column 16S rRNA gene sequence analysis.
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Figure 13. Liquid column 16S rRNA gene sequence analysis by zones.

Clone Library Analysis of Beads Samples. Out of the 96 clones chosen for sequence
analysis for each zone in each column, only 14-63% of the sequences aligned to
existing reference samples in the Ribosomal Database Project. A total of twenty-one
different phyla were identified across the different columns. The majority of the clones
were closely related to four well-characterized phyla, the Acidobacteria, the
Bacteroidetes, the Firmicutes, and the Proteobacteria. The remaining clones were
assigned to one category, denoted as Minor Category, and included the following:
Actinobacteria, Aquificae, Caldiserica, Chlorobi, Chloroflexi, Crenarchaeota*,
Cyanobacteria, Deferribacteres, Deinococcus-Thermus, Fusobacteria,
Gemmatimonadetes, Nitrospira, Planctomycetes, Synergistetes,
Thermodesulfobacteria, Verrucomicrobacteria, and WS3. Although primers specific for
the bacterial 16S rRNA gene was used to amplify the column samples, as indicated in
the minor category (denoted by *) there were some sequences that were closely related
to a phylum found in domain Archaea.
In the control column bead samples (Fig. 14), there was a slight increase in
Acidobacteria in zones B and C, which contained mostly classes Acidobacteria_Gp4
and a few representatives from class Holophagae. Sequences identified as close
relatives of phylum Bacteroidetes were overwhelmingly classified into class
Sphingobacteria. Phylum Firmicutes contained sequences closely related to
representatives from class Clostridia, and alpha, beta, delta, and gamma subclasses of
Proteobacteria were present in all zones. There were various phyla represented in the
minor category, but phylum Chlorobi class Chlorobia and phylum Synergistetes class
Synergistia were found in every zone. The minor category exhibited diversity among
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the members present, but the increase was associated with members from phylum
Gemmatimonadetes.
The bead samples from the acetate column contained members similar to all
other columns mentioned (Fig. 15). Phylum Acidobacteria were mostly comprised of
class Acidobacteria_Gp4 with a few members from class Holophagae present, the
Bacteroidetes were mostly class Sphingobacteria, and the Firmicutes were mostly from
class Clostridia. Additionally, alpha, beta, delta, and gamma subclasses of
Proteobacteria were present in all zones. The increase in Proteobacteria can be
attributed to an increase in beta Proteobacteria, mainly class Burkholderiales but also
classes Rhodocyclales and Nitrosomonadales. The minor category contained members
from various phyla and there were not any significant differences.
There was a slightly different community profile shift associated with the oxidized
HA column bead samples (Fig. 16). First, there was a small percentage of
Acidobacteria in zones A and C and a difference in the classes represented. In zone A,
only class Acidobacteria_Gp5 was identified and in zone C only class Holophagae was
identified. In zones B and D, there were various members representing various classes
present such as Acidobacteria_Gp3-7 and Holophagae. Phylum Bacteroidetes was
comprised mostly of class Sphingobacteria with a few representatives from class
Flavobacteria in every zone. Zones A and B contained higher percentages of
Bacteroidetes and in these zones class Bacteroidia was also present. Phylum
Firmicutes contained only class Clostridia. The Proteobacteria exhibited shifts in
percentages based on the particular subclasses identified in the zones. In zone A the
alpha and beta subclasses were found, in zone B there was only the beta subclass, in
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zone C beta and delta subclasses were identified, and in zone D, which contained the
highest percentage of Proteobacteria, the alpha, beta, and gamma subclasses were
found. In zones A, B, and D, Burkholderiales was the only order of beta Proteobacteria
represented and in zone C Rhodocyclales was the only order of beta Proteobacteria
present. In this column, zones A and C the minor category represented 35% of the
sequences present, which is the highest for any of the beads columns. In these two
zones, there were higher numbers of Synergistetes and Actinobacteria.
In the reduced HA bead column (Fig. 17), the Acidobacteria remained relatively
constant across all four zones and contained members from various orders. Phylum
Bacteroidetes was comprised mostly of class Sphingobacteria with a few
representatives from class Flavobacteria in zones A, C, and D. There was an increase
of Bacteroidetes in zones C and D, which included both of the previous two classes as
well as members from class Bacteroidia in zone D. Phylum Firmicutes included mostly
members from class Clostridia, but zone D also included a few members from class
Bacilli. The Proteobacteria subclasses alpha, beta, delta, and gamma were also found
in this column; however, the gamma Proteobacteria were not present in zone C and the
epsilon Proteobacteria were found in zone B. The increase in Proteobacteria in zone B
was marked by an increase in the beta subclass order Burkholderiales and the
appearance of the epsilon subclass order Nautiliales and the gamma subclass order
Pseudomonadales. The percentages of sequences assigned to the minor category
remain relatively constant across all four zones and comprised mostly of
Gemmatimonadetes and Synergistetes.
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Next, comparisons were made across all of the columns based on each zone to
identify population shifts specific to the columns containing humic acids (Fig. 18). In
zone A, the reduced HA column was similar to the control and acetate columns. The
oxidized HA column contained a lower percentage of Acidobacteria and a higher
percentage of Bacteroidetes and the minority category. In zone B, the oxidized HA
column showed a higher percentage of Acidobacteria and lower percentage of
Proteobacteria and the minor category, whereas the reduced HA column exhibited a
very high percentage of Proteobacteria and lower percentage of Bacteroidetes. In zone
C, the oxidized HA column shows a smaller percentage of Acidobacteria and larger
percentage of the minor category. Also in zone C, the reduced HA column displayed a
dramatic decrease in the percentage of Proteobacteria and a significant increase in
Bacteroidetes. Finally, in zone D, the oxidized HA column displayed a significant
decrease in the minor category, which allowed for a slight increase in the percentage of
Proteobacteria and Acidobacteria. In this zone, the reduced HA column retained its
higher percentage of Bacteroidetes and continued to show a lower percentage of
Proteobacteria than the other columns.
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Figure 14. Beads Control column 16S rRNA gene sequence analysis.
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Figure 15. Beads Acetate column 16S rRNA gene sequence analysis.
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Figure 16. Beads Oxidized HA column 16S rRNA gene sequence analysis.
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Figure 17. Beads Reduced HA column 16S rRNA gene sequence analysis.
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Figure 18. Beads column 16S rRNA gene sequence analysis by zones.

DGGE. In order to evaluate the community dynamics of nitrate-dependent HS-oxidizing
populations, the genetic fingerprinting technique DGGE was performed. Column
sample DNA extractions were followed by PCR amplifications with a forward primer
containing a GC clamp at its 5' end to prevent complete strand separation (65) and
resulted in the agarose gel banding patterns as shown below for the liquid (Fig. 19) and
solid (beads) (Fig. 20) DNA samples. DGGE separated PCR products of the same size
based on their sequence composition and, therefore, melting profile. Differential
migration in DGGE was based on the mobility of partially melted DNA molecules in a
polyacrylamide gel containing a linearly increasing gradient of the denaturants
formamide and urea (64). Differential migration occurred because more denaturant was
needed for sequences with a higher guanine-cytosine (GC) content due to the
differences in the number of hydrogen bonds (3 between GC but only 2 between
adenine-thymine) thus, migration halted when DNA strands separated because of the
disruption of the hydrogen bonds (66). The partial denaturation generated a discrete
banding pattern from the mixture of same-length PCR products and it is believed that
each distinct band on the gel represents a different isolate (64).
DGGE analysis of the liquid column samples (Fig. 19) was completed by
comparing the presence and absence of bands in the reduced HA column compared to
the three other columns (e.g. AC zone A, OHA zone A, RHA zone A, and CON zone A).
Based on these comparisons, 11 bands were chosen and excised for further analysis.
Following sequencing by Beckman Coulter Genomics, gel band sequences were
submitted to the BLAST server to identify closely related known relatives (Table 3).
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In zone A of the reduced HA column, BLAST results for gel bands 1 and 3
returned top hits identified at 96% sequence similarity for the gamma subclass of
Proteobacteria. Band #1 was closely related to an uncultured bacterium related to
Pseudomonas, but the second top hit was Pseudomonas sp. PM-2001. Band 3 was
closely related to an uncultured gamma Proteobacterium clone. Results for band 2
indicated 96% sequence similarity to an uncultured bacterium belonging to phylum
Actinobacteria.
There were 4 bands isolated from zone B of the reduced HA column. BLAST
results for the first band, band 4, revealed 91% sequence similarity to an uncultured
bacterium closely related to Caulobacter, a member of the alpha subclass of
Proteobacteria. The sequence for band 5 returned 96% sequence similarity to an
uncultured Acidobacteria bacterium that is closely related to members of genus Gp4.
Results for the third band extracted from this zone, band 6, were similar to the top hit
returned for band 1 in zone A. This band sequence was 95% similar in sequence to the
uncultured bacterium that was described as closely related to Pseudomonas. The last
band in zone B, band 7, had approximately 90% sequence similarity to an unclassified
Bacteroidetes bacterium.
Two of the three bands in zone C returned similar sequence results when
submitted to the BLAST server against known sequences. Both of these bands, 8 and
10 were closely related to uncultured bacteria belonging to class Sphingobacteria in
phylum Bacteroidetes with 95% and 96% sequence similarity, respectively. Band 8 was
closely related to genus Ferruginibacter and band 9 was closely related to genus
Flavisolibacter. The other band, band 9, had 89% sequence similarity to an uncultured
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bacterium possibly belonging to genus Aquicella in the gamma subclass of
Proteobacteria. Finally, the band in zone D of the reduced HA column had 94%
sequence similarity to the same gammaproteobacteria identified for band 9 in zone C.
There were six bands extracted and submitted for sequencing from the beads
column DGGE gel (Fig. 20) (Table 3). BLAST results for bands 1 and 2 returned
sequences related to members from phylum Gemmatimonadetes. Band 1, extracted
from zone A, had 96% sequence similarity to an uncultured Gemmatimonadales
bacterium related to the genus Gemmatimonas; whereas, band 2, extracted from zone
B, had 95% sequence similarity to an uncultured Gemmatimonadetes bacterium that
was unclassified. Also in zone B was band 3, which had 97% sequence similarity to an
uncultured Acidobacteriales bacterium related to Acidobacteria_Gp6. There was only
one band analyzed from zone C, band 4, and it was also closely related to phylum
Acidobacteria, 96% sequence similarity to an uncultured bacterium related to
Acidobacteria_Gp5. Finally, in zone D, there were two bands submitted for further
analysis. The first, band 5, had 96% sequence similarity to an uncultured bacterium
related to an unclassified Rhizobiales found in the alpha subclass of Proteobacteria,
and the second, band 6, had 92% sequence similarity to an uncultured bacterium clone
isolated from an environmental sample (although the following hits were all uncultured
bacteria related to deltaproteobacteria).
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Table 3. DGGE sequence results. A list of the closely related known relatives obtained
from the DGGE gel band sequences.
DGGE Gel Band

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

11

BLAST Results
NO BEADS
ZONE A
Uncultured Pseudomonas bacterium
Actinobacteria – uncultured bacterium
Uncultured gamma Proteobacterium clone
ZONE B
Alpha Proteobacteria – uncultured
Caulobacter bacterium
Uncultured Acidobacteria bacterium – Genus
Gp4
Uncultured Pseudomonas bacterium
Unclassified Bacteroidetes bacterium
ZONE C
Uncultured Bacteroidetes bacterium – Genus
Ferruginibacter
Gamma Proteobacteria – uncultured Aquicella
bacterium
Uncultured Bacteroidetes bacterium – Genus
Flavisolibacter
ZONE D
Gamma Proteobacteria – uncultured Aquicella
bacterium

% Sequence Similarity

96
96
96
91
96
96
90
95
89
96

94

BEADS

1
2
3
4
5
6

ZONE A
Uncultured Gemmatimonadales bacterium –
Genus Gemmatimonas
ZONE B
Uncultured Gemmatimonadales bacterium
Uncultured Acidobacteriales bacterium –
Genus Gp6
ZONE C
Uncultured bacterium – Genus Gp5
ZONE D
Alpha Proteobacteria – uncultured Rhizobiales
bacterium
Uncultured bacterium clone isolated from an
environmental sample
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Figure 19. Liquid samples DGGE. The numbers on the gel (to the right of the
appropriate band) indicates the bands that were extracted for sequencing analysis.
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Figure 20. Bead samples DGGE. The numbers on the gel (to the right of the
appropriate band) indicates the bands that were extracted for sequencing analysis.
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Results from Microarray Analysis. The global gene expression profile of Acidovorax
ebreus strain TPSY was analyzed in three different growth conditions to identify any
changes in the transcriptome that may be attributed to humics-oxidizing conditions
versus two non-humics-oxidizing conditions. All growth conditions contained nitrate as
the electron acceptor. The growth condition labeled AHDS contained acetate as a
carbon source and AHDS as the electron donor, AQDS contained acetate as the
electron donor and carbon source in the presence of AQDS, and AC contained acetate
as the carbon source and electron donor with no additional quinones. RNA samples
from each growth condition were submitted to NimbleGen, Inc., where these samples
were synthesized into cDNA, labeled with Cy3 dye, and hybridized to a custom array
containing A. ebreus strain TPSY oligonucleotide sequences. Following hybridization,
the probe-Cy3 signal intensity measurements generated the data in the raw data file,
and then quantile normalization was performed to create similar signal intensity
distributions for all three arrays. The normalized data spreadsheet obtained from
NimbleGen, Inc. contained 3,459 genes containing signal intensity means, microarray
oligo identification number, gene name from the A. ebreus strain TPSY genome
database, and gene descriptions. This data file was uploaded to the ArraySTAR
software program for additional analysis.
First, the signal intensity values were converted to log2 values and visualized by
scatterplots to view the distribution of the expression values (Fig. 21 and 22). For both
scatterplots, the majority of genes aligned to the middle line indicated that for most
genes there was not a drastic change in expression, and the Pearson’s correlation
values (data not shown) were both above 0.6 which indicated a larger than typical
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strength in relationship between the genes of the two arrays. Next, the fold-induction
values were calculated as ratios of AHDS/AQDS, AHDS/AC, and AQDS/AC. The
AHDS/AQDS and AHDS/AC values were compared to AQDS/AC values to identify
significant fold change in humics-oxidizing conditions versus the controls. Since oneway ANOVA (data not shown) was performed on the three groups (technical replicates
were treated as separate biological replicates to assess variation), the False Discovery
Rate adjusted p-value was used to determine the fold change cutoff value. 2856/3459
probe sets had FDR of p < .05, so the FDR-adjusted p-values associated with each fold
change was calculated. All fold changes larger than ±1.3 had FDR of p < .05, so a
minimum fold change above 1.3 was recommended and the standard 2.0-value was
used to further reduce the number of potential induced genes. Genes that exhibited a
fold change value of 2.0 or higher with both AHDS/AQDS and AHDS/AC ratios were
selected, resulting in a list of 245 upregulated genes (approximately 7%) (Appendix I).
In figures 21 and 22, genes displayed white are the 245-upregulated genes. Gene
ontology identification numbers were used to organize the genes into functional
categories. Several genes of interest were identified as proteins of unknown function,
hypothetical proteins, or proteins possibly involved in transcriptional regulation, signal
transduction, or oxidoreductase reactions (Table 3).
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Figure 21. Scatterplot AQDS/AC. The majority of genes are aligned to the centerline
indicating that there is very little change in expression between the two control arrays.
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Figure 22. Scatterplot AHDS/Custom (AQDS and AC). The experimental array, AHDS,
was plotted again both controls (AQDS and AC) to show the distribution of expression
values. The 245 genes that exhibited greater than 2-fold change upregulation are
labeled white.
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Potential Genes of Interest. Microarray data analysis provided results for genes that
were significantly upregulated as well as those that were downregulated; however,
genes that were downregulated were not a part of this study and were not examined
further. Proteins involved in enzyme regulation, cellular components, and biological
processes were highly induced; however, genes encoding proteins of unknown function,
hypothetical proteins, and those involved in oxidoreductase activity were selected as the
first priorities. Since anaerobic nitrate-dependent humic acid oxidation has never been
investigated at the genetic level, proteins of unknown function could be the first genes
documented to play a role in this metabolism. Thirteen target genes identified by
microarray analysis were selected for verification by conducting semi-quantitative RTPCR (Table 4). Currently, only two of the target genes have been confirmed by semiquantitative RT-PCR.
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Table 4. A list of induced genes from the microarray results, selected based on fold
induction and possible relevance to HA oxidation.
a
Located in the same operon
Gene name

AHDS/
AQDS

AHDS/
AC

AQDS/
AC

Description

Dtpsy_0319
Dtpsy_0907
Dtpsy_1346
Dtpsy_1357
Dtpsy_1610
Dtpsy_1856
Dtpsy_1859
a
Dtpsy_2204
a
Dtpsy_2205
Dtpsy_2368
Dtpsy_2369
Dtpsy_3434
Dtpsy_3438

16.99
12.05
21.44
5.97
77.61
5.62
10.77
8.06
2.73
18.73
8.00
6.14
80.20

21.25
10.19
17.70
4.02
63.62
7.00
8.98
11.68
3.73
22.97
9.95
4.44
60.27

1.25
0.85
0.83
0.67
0.82
1.24
0.83
1.45
1.37
1.23
1.24
0.72
0.75

Transcriptional regulator, tetr family
Hypothetical protein
Transcriptional regulator, arsr family
Hypothetical protein
Hypothetical protein
Hypothetical protein
Hypothetical protein
Transcriptional regulator, arsr family
Methyltransferase type II
Alkyl hydroperoxide reductase, f subunit
Alkyl hydroperoxide reductase, subunit c
Hypothetical protein
Hypothetical protein

Semi-Quantitative RT-PCR Analysis of A. ebreus Strain TPSY Targets. Due to
limited RNA availability and time constraints, semi-quantitative RT-PCR analyses were
performed instead of RNA dot blots or Northern blotting experiments. cDNA was
synthesized from random hexamers using 2 µg of total RNA from each of the growth
conditions. The cDNA was amplified using gene-specific primers (Table 2) and
products were visualized by 0.7% agarose gel electrophoresis. A positive control (Fig.
23) with 16S rRNA gene specific primers (Table 5) was used to confirm that equivalent
RNA concentrations were used in the initial cDNA strand synthesis step, and that signal
intensity was therefore the same.
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Table 5. 16S rRNA gene primer sequences used for semi-quantitative RT-PCR
Primer Name

Primer sequence (5' → 3')*

530F

GTG CCA GCA GCC GCG G

1394R

GTGTGACGGGCGGTGTGT

*obtained from Integrated DNA Technologies

1 2 34 5 6

Figure 23. Semiquantitative RT-PCR analysis of A. ebreus strain TPSY with 16S rRNA
gene primers. Lane 1, AC; lane 2, AQDS; lane 3, AHDS; lane 4, A. ebreus strain TPSY
genomic DNA; lane 5, negative control; lane 6, 1-KB ladder.
Identification and Analysis of Dtpsy_1859. Semiquantitative RT-PCR was used to
confirm the differential expression of Dtpsy_1859 identified from fold change induction
analysis. This gene was predicted to be in an operon with Dtpsy_1860; however, the
primers designed for confirmation were specific to Dtpsy_1859 instead of targeting
Dtpsy_1860 to reveal information about the entire operon. Dtpsy_1859 encodes a
hypothetical protein that is most similar to a putative TniA-like transposition protein,
which contains an integrase catalytic core protein domain. This gene is involved in
nucleic acid binding, but the function is unknown. There was no additional information
for Dtpsy_1860, which encodes a hypothetical protein.
Dtpsy_1859 and Dtpsy_1860 are located upstream of Dtpsy_1856 and a
predicted operon containing Dtpsy_1857 and Dtpsy_1858. All of these genes displayed
upregulation in the HA-oxidizing condition versus the two controls by fold change
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induction analysis. Dtpsy_1856 encodes a hypothetical protein with sequence similarity
to a transcription regulator protein in Azotobacter vinelandii and contains helix-turn-helix
and lambda repressor protein domains. Both Dtpsy_1857 and Dtpsy_1858 encoded
hypothetical proteins with unknown functions.

1 2 3 4 5 6

Figure 24. Semiquantitative RT-PCR verification of Dtpsy_1859. Lane 1, AC; lane 2,
AQDS; lane 3, AHDS; lane 4, A. ebreus strain TPSY genomic DNA; lane 5, negative
control; lane 6, 100-bp ladder.
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Figure 25. A detailed map of Dtpsy_1859, including neighboring genes. Image adapted from the Acidovorax ebreus
TPSY database on Biocyc Database Collection generated by SRI International Pathway Tools version 15.4
(http://biocyc.org/AEBR535289/NEW-IMAGE?type=LOCUS-POSITION&object=GB5R-7187&redirect=T).
	
  

Identification and Analysis of Dtpsy_3438. The differential expression of
Dtpsy_3438 was also confirmed by semiquantitative RT-PCR. This gene encodes a
hypothetical protein that does not contain any known protein domains or any other
features that could be used to predict protein function. Dtpsy_3438 is located
immediately downstream from a large operon spanning from Dtpsy_3433 to
Dtpsy_3437. Although some of these genes have unknown functions (Dtpsy_3434 and
Dtpsy_3435), the others have interesting functions that may have roles in anaerobic
humics oxidation. Dtpsy_3433 encodes a ferric reductase domain protein
transmembrane component and Dtpsy_3436 encodes an oxidoreductase FAD/NAD(P)binding domain protein. Both of these proteins have transmembrane protein domains
and maybe involved in moving electrons across the plasma membrane. Dtpsy_3436
and Dtpsy_3437 were not listed on the original list of 245 genes exhibiting 2-fold
induction in both AHDS/AQDS and AHDS/AC conditions; however, additional analysis
of the ratio values suggest that Dtpsy_3436 may be differentially expressed under HSoxidizing conditions: AHDS/AQDS = 1.87, AHDS/AC = 1.73, and AQDS/AC = 0.93 while
Dtpsy_3437 exhibited a lesser degree of differential expression under HS-oxidizing
conditions: AHDS/AQDS = 1.45, AHDS/AC = 1.38, and AQDS/AC = 0.95 (all other fold
change values are listed on the original list of 245 genes in Appendix I). The last gene
in this operon, Dtpsy_3437, encodes an ApbE family lipoprotein that is predicted to be
involved in thiamine synthesis. The potential role for this gene in HA oxidation is
unknown.
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1

2 3 4 5

Figure 26. Semiquantitative RT-PCR verification of Dtpsy_3438. Lane 1, AC; lane 2,
AQDS; lane 3, AHDS; lane 4, A. ebreus strain TPSY genomic DNA; lane 5, negative
control.
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Figure 27. A detailed map of Dtpsy_3438, including neighboring genes. Image adapted from the Acidovorax ebreus
TPSY database on Biocyc Database Collection generated by SRI International Pathway Tools version 15.4
(http://biocyc.org/AEBR535289/NEW-IMAGE?type=LOCUS-POSITION&object=GB5R-9311&redirect=T).
	
  

Cluster Analysis of Microarray Data. As another approach to understanding the large
amount of data generated by global transcriptional analysis of Acidovorax ebreus strain
TPSY, clustering techniques were utilized. The goal of cluster analysis was to group
genes according to their expression pattern because evaluating co-expression patterns
can identify co-regulated genes (i.e. genes controlled by the same transcription factors
will have some similarity of expression pattern). In this study, the two clustering
techniques utilized were hierarchical and k-means clustering using the TIGR
MultiExperiment Viewer (MeV v4.7.1) software program.
After loading data into TMEV, the percentage cutoff filter was set to 100 to
remove any genes that did not contain data in 100% of the experiments. The first
method used to visualize the entire data set was hierarchical clustering. The algorithm
used in hierarchical clustering relies on pairwise correlation values and phylogenic
reconstruction to create a relationship tree based on expression pattern. Weaknesses
associated with hierarchical clustering include: negative correlations are not utilized,
loose correlations are ignored, and genes are organized into trees and not easily
definable groups (104). This clustering technique was chosen for this study because
only tight correlations were desirable to decrease false positives and the TMEV
package enables expression trees to be organized into clusters. The patterns were
related using Euclidean distance metrics that grouped similar expression patterns by
differences in magnitude, and nodes were compared using complete linkage methods
that measured the distance between clusters by the farthest neighbor to give exclusive
tight clusters. Initial hierarchical clustering did not give easily definable groups so
additional filters were applied to the data to simplify the dataset. The variance filter was
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used to remove genes from the dataset that had low variance of expression across the
experiments by calculating the standard deviation of the expression profile for each
gene in the dataset and ranking the list by descending standard deviation. There were
51 genes obtained after the variance filter and they were organized by expression
patterns (Fig. 28). Clusters 3, 4, and 5 contained genes that were upregulated in the
AHDS condition compared to the AQDS and AC conditions (Table 6). As expected, all
of the genes in these three clusters were previously selected based on greater than 2fold induction values (Appendix I). It should be noted that the two genes confirmed by
semiquantitative RT-PCR, Dtpsy_1859 and Dtpsy_3438, were included in the
hierarchical clustering analysis. Since this clustering only revealed co-expression of the
top 1.5% most variable genes, it would be biased to make judgments about coregulation based on these 51 genes. Therefore, additional clustering methods were
performed.
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3
4
5

Figure 28. Hierarchical clustering of the top 1.5% most variable genes across the three
growth conditions.
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Table 6. List of the top 1.5% most variable genes (51 genes) arranged by clusters
including log2 expression values.
Gene Name
Cluster #3
Dtpsy_1610
Dtpsy_2158
Dtpsy_1346
Dtpsy_1443
Dtpsy_1566
Dtpsy_2845
Dtpsy_1146
Dtpsy_2204
Dtpsy_1859
Dtpsy_1855
Dtpsy_1330
Dtpsy_1694

AHDS

AQDS

AC

14.54
14.36
13.95
13.96
13.89
13.55
13.23
12.60
12.70
12.78
13.00
12.69

8.26
9.83
9.53
9.42
9.02
9.24
9.31
9.59
9.27
9.50
9.59
8.97

8.54
9.79
9.81
9.30
9.34
9.37
9.18
9.05
9.53
9.59
9.74
10.35

Cluster #4
Dtpsy_3450
Dtpsy_1622
Dtpsy_1517
Dtpsy_1307
Dtpsy_1329
Dtpsy_1568
Dtpsy_1569
Dtpsy_1864
Dtpsy_0319
Dtpsy_1549
Dtpsy_0907
Dtpsy_1567
Dtpsy_2149
Dtpsy_2368

12.76
11.64
11.23
11.17
10.79
12.08
12.17
11.87
12.60
12.16
12.39
12.53
12.90
13.26

7.26
7.74
7.58
7.64
7.44
7.98
8.20
8.16
8.51
8.91
8.80
8.85
8.77
9.04

7.19
7.73
7.56
7.65
7.40
8.08
8.42
8.40
8.19
8.68
9.04
9.10
8.63
8.74

Cluster #5
Dtpsy_3438
Dtpsy_2163
Dtpsy_2525
Dtpsy_1563
Dtpsy_2570
Dtpsy_1759

15.73
15.55
14.37
14.79
14.80
15.60

9.40
10.52
10.84
11.00
10.94
11.74

9.81
10.44
11.26
10.98
10.94
12.11
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k-means clustering was used to sort genes into discreet groups based on similar
expression profiles. This method also utilized Euclidean distance as the distance metric
and complete linkage for comparing the distance between clusters. Although k-means
clustering seems to be more unbiased than hierarchical clustering in terms of weighting
relationships and it is easier to visualize discreet groups as putative regulons, this
technique is only effective and informative when there is large expression differences
observed (104). The biases associated with k-means clustering arise because the
genes are forced into one group when in reality they could belong to multiple regulons
and the researcher must choose the number of groups for gene assignment (104). To
optimize the number of clusters for k-means clustering, figure of merit (FOM) was used.
The FOM algorithm estimated how well different numbers of clusters were able to
describe the dataset (Fig. 29). The lower the adjusted mean FOM value indicated a
higher predictive power of the algorithm. 4-6 clusters were the minimum number of
clusters to describe most of the variation of this dataset because more than 6 clusters
only yields smaller improvements. In fact, the average adjusted FOM values decreased
sharply with initial clustering and then began to level for multiple k-means runs.
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Figure 29. FOM Graph output. Mean adjusted FOM output versus the number of
clusters.
As indicated above, k-means clustering was carried out using 6 clusters. The
expression graphs of each cluster revealed a pattern in which genes induced in HSoxidizing conditions were grouped in cluster 6 (Fig. 30). Cluster 6 was further analyzed
by hierarchical clustering of the genes in this cluster (Fig. 31), which revealed four
clusters of genes that maybe induced in HS-oxidizing conditions compared to AQDS
and AC conditions. This list of genes contained mostly genes identified as induced from
the 2-fold induction values; however, there were clusters that contained genes not
previously selected (Appendix II).
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Figure 30. Expression graphs of all k-means clusters. The line indicates average
expression along with standard deviation bars for the genes in each cluster. The leftmost point on each graph represents average expression in AQDS condition, the center
point represents average expression in AC condition, and the right point represents
average expression in AHDS condition.
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Figure 31. Hierarchical clustering of k-means cluster 6.
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The 1st group within cluster 6 contained genes from clusters 3 and 4 of the top
1.5% most variable genes. Dtpsy_1161, 1857, 1858, and 3255 were included in this kmeans cluster group, but not in the most variable genes list. This was probably due to
the 1.5% cutoff value for variance since these four genes displayed differential
expression in the AHDS condition as compared to AQDS and AC conditions. Of these
genes, Dtpsy_3255 encodes a catalytic region for integrase, whereas the other genes
encode hypothetical proteins with unknown functions. Most notable about this 1st group
of genes within the cluster of co-expressed genes was the high level of genes that
encoded transcriptional regulators or hypothetical proteins. These results suggest that
the hypothetical proteins found within this group may also encode for transcriptional
regulators or other proteins that may function in nucleic acid binding. There was also a
gene with potential oxidoreductase activity, Dtpsy_0907, which encodes a hypothetical
protein with a predicted metal ion binding protein domain; a gene involved in protein
secretion, Dtpsy_1567; and a gene, Dtpsy_3450, which encodes a hypothetical protein
with a predicted ABC-transporter related membrane protein domain.
The 2nd group within cluster 6 contained three genes that did not display
increased expression in the HS-oxidizing condition; however, these genes may be of
interest because they are grouped in the same cluster as target genes. Two of these
genes, Dtpsy_3509 and Dtpsy_3519 are both hypothetical proteins of unknown
function, while Dtpsy_3516 is in the middle of a potential operon containing
Dtpsy_3518, Dtpsy_3517, Dtpsy_3516, Dtpsy_3515, and Dtpsy_3514 (Fig. 32). This
operon contains various genes that code for efflux pump proteins potentially involved in
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the export of various solutes, such as proteins and heavy metals, across the outer and
inner membranes of gram-negative bacteria in a single energy-coupled step.
The 3rd and 4th groups in cluster 6 contained genes that were previously
identified by fold induction analysis. It should be noted that the 3rd group in cluster 6
contained mostly genes that encode hypothetical proteins and phage-like proteins. Of
interest in this group were three genes that possibly encode proteins involved in
transport and redox activity. Dtpsy_0852 encodes a hypothetical protein that is
predicted to contain a protein domain involved in metal ion binding and maybe
oxidoreductase activity similar to Dtpsy_0907 as described above, and Dtpsy_0196
encodes a cytochrome-c peroxidase that may also be involved in redox reactions.
Dtpsy_0852 is predicted to be in an operon that contains two other genes encoding a
hydrolase (Dtpsy_0853) and unknown function (Dtpsy_0854). Dtpsy_2458 encodes an
ABC transporter-related protein and is part of an operon containing Dtpsy_2456, which
encodes a drug resistance transporter, and Dtpsy_2457, which encodes a tRNA
transferase. In both the 1st and 3rd groups, there are genes with potential
oxidoreductase activity as well as ABC transporter-related proteins, indicating that these
types of proteins may play a role in anaerobic humics oxidation.
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Figure 32. A detailed map of Dtpsy_3516, including neighboring genes. Image adapted from the Acidovorax ebreus
TPSY database on Biocyc Database Collection generated by SRI International Pathway Tools version 15.4
(http://biocyc.org/AEBR535289/NEW-IMAGE?type=LOCUS-POSITION&object=GB5R-9389&redirect=T).	
  

Additionally, there were genes in the 4th group that were not previously identified
as being induced under HS-oxidizing conditions (Table 7). These genes seem to have
been excluded from the original list because they did not have fold change values
greater than 2 in both the AHDS/AQDS and AHDS/AC conditions, but most of these
genes have a fold change value greater than 2 in at least one of the conditions
mentioned above and the other is close to 2. One potential gene of interest from this list
was Dtpsy_2264, which codes for a general substrate transporter believed to be part of
the major facilitator superfamily (MFS) of transporters. This gene does not appear to be
a part of an operon and there are not other upregulated genes near Dtpsy_2264.

Figure 33. A general map of Dtpsy_2264, including neighboring genes. Image adapted
from the Acidovorax ebreus TPSY database on Biocyc Database Collection generated
by SRI International Pathway Tools version 15.4 (http://biocyc.org/AEBR535289/NEWIMAGE?type=LOCUS-POSITION&object=GB5R-9522&redirect=T).
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Table 7. List of the genes grouped in k-means cluster 6, which were not on the original
list of 245 genes identified by fold change
Gene Name

Function

Dtpsy_0062

Calcium-binding ef-hand-containing
protein
Malate synthase g
Hypothetical protein
Ubiquinone/menaquinone
biosynthesis methyltransferase
Hypothetical protein
Hypothetical protein
Transcriptional regulator, tetr family
Ribose-5-phosphate isomerase a
Mercuric transport protein periplasmic
component
Lipoprotein signal peptidase
General substrate transporter
Cytochrome o ubiquinol oxidase
subunit iv
Cysteine synthase b
Anti sigma-e protein, rsea
php domain protein
Hypothetical protein
Hypothetical protein
Hypothetical protein

Dtpsy_0327
Dtpsy_0504
Dtpsy_0796
Dtpsy_1300
Dtpsy_1333
Dtpsy_1404
Dtpsy_1651
Dtpsy_2131
Dtpsy_2146
Dtpsy_2264
Dtpsy_2268
Dtpsy_2386
Dtpsy_2626
Dtpsy_2763
Dtpsy_2835
Dtpsy_2912
Dtpsy_2972
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AHDS/
AQDS
2.19

AHDS/
AC
1.86

AQDS/
AC
0.85

1.92
1.55
1.34

2.30
1.22
1.46

1.20
0.79
1.09

1.51
1.90
1.94
1.28
1.94

1.15
1.41
2.14
1.65
2.09

0.76
0.74
1.11
1.29
1.07

1.98
3.22
1.71

2.47
1.96
1.44

1.25
0.61
0.84

1.44
1.95
2.14
1.83
2.56
1.68

1.69
2.44
1.71
1.49
1.94
2.40

1.17
1.25
0.80
0.82
0.76
1.43

Microbiology Literacy. Quantitative educational research methods were used to
explore in-service elementary, middle, and high school teachers’ perceived versus
actual familiarity of, interest in, and knowledge of specific microbial concepts. Of the 62
teachers that participated in this study, 74.2% were female whereas only 25.8% were
male (Fig. 34). In regards to the specific subject area of certification for these teachers,
59.7% of teachers held a general education certification indicated as not science/other,
27.4% of teachers were certified to teach general science, and only 11.3% of teachers
held a certification to specifically teach life science/biology subjects (Fig. 35).
Additionally, 58.1% of teachers who participated in this study taught general education
or all major subjects, whereas 41.9% were specifically responsible for science courses
(Fig. 36). As far as the grade levels covered by the participants of this study, 32.3%
taught elementary grades (K-5), 56.5% taught middle grades (6-8), and 11.3% taught
grades 9 and up (of the 7 teachers in this category, 1 teacher taught a college-level
science class) (Fig. 37).
The number of courses taken by the teachers was divided into the following three
different groups: few indicated 1-5 courses taken, moderate indicated 6-14 courses
taken, and many indicated 15 or more courses taken. As indicated by the participants,
37.1% have taken a few science courses, 29% have taken a moderate number of
science courses, and 30.6% have taken many science courses (Fig. 38). However,
there was a shift in numbers when the teachers were asked specifically about the
number of life science courses taken. In this case, 72.6% of teachers who participated
in this study have only taken a few life science courses, 16.1% have taken a moderate
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number of life science courses, and 8.1% of teachers indicated that they have taken
many life science courses (Fig. 38).

Gender

Frequency

50

46

40
30

16

20
10
0

Gender
Male
Female

Figure 34. Frequency distribution bar chart for the nominal variable of gender.

Subject Area of Certi/ication
Frequency

40

37

30
17

20

7

10
0
Not Science/Other

Certi/ication
General Science Life Science/Biology

Figure 35. Frequency distribution bar chart for the nominal variable of certification.
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Subjects Taught
36

Frequency

40
26

30
20
10
0
Science

Subjects
General Education

Figure 36. Frequency distribution bar chart for the nominal variable of subjects.

Grade Level Taught
35

Frequency

40
30
20

20

7

10
0
Elementary

Grade Level
Middle Grades
High School/College

Figure 37. Frequency distribution bar chart for the nominal variable of grade level.
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Number of (Life) Science Courses Taken
50

45

Frequency

40
30
20

23

19

18

10

10

5

0
Science courses
Few

Life Science courses
Moderate

Many

Figure 38. Frequency distribution bar chart for the nominal variables of science courses
and life science courses.

The demographic portion of the instrument contained additional open-ended
questions that began with the following questions: What is microbiology? What is your
impression as to how microbiology relates to biology? A large percentage of teachers
indicated that microbiology is the study of microscopic organisms or small living things
that cannot be seen with the naked eye; however, many of them referenced the study of
cells as well. One high school teacher indicated that microbiology is “the study of cells
and microscopic life” and that microbiology relates to biology because “biology is the
study of life and all living things are composed of cells.” Additionally, a middle school
teacher of earth science indicated that microbiology is “the study of the smallest forms
of living things. It relates to biology in that the organisms are living. Microorganisms
interact with other organisms in nature and therefore interconnected in many ways
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(habitats, body systems, health).” These two views highlight the common answers by
teachers who attempted to answer the first two questions.
The next question asked in the open-ended assessment was as follows: Do you
integrate microbiology into your curriculum? If so, list the classes and give examples of
activities. There were many teachers who indicated that they do not integrate
microbiology into their current curriculum. Of those who do integrate microbiology into
their curriculum, the following concepts were commonly referenced when asked for
examples: cell structure and function, unicellular organisms, and disease (bacteria and
viruses). There were only a few teachers who referenced biomes, food chains, ecology,
and environmental science when discussing activities that included microbiology in the
curriculum.
Finally, teachers were asked: What would be necessary for you to add more
microbiology into your curriculum? In this section, teachers overwhelmingly
acknowledged that they needed more knowledge about microbiology and examples of
lessons that they could use that are specific for the science standards for their grade
levels. They also expressed a concern for additional lab space and more equipment,
not only microscopes and microscope slides but also incubators and autoclaves.
Furthermore, there were some teachers who indicated that they would need additional
time to teach these concepts or that microbiology concepts are too advanced for their
grade levels.
The main three sections of the instrument used in this study measured perceived
familiarity of, interest in, and actual conceptual knowledge of the following microbiology
concepts: antibody/antibiotic, archaebacteria, bacteria, colony, endospore, fungi,
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microorganism, nucleoid, pathogen, prion, prokaryote, retrovirus, spore,
vaccine/vaccination, and virus. In the familiarity section of the instrument, participants
indicated their familiarity to microbiology concepts, by marking whether the term was
familiar to them and they understood its meaning, the term was familiar to them but they
did not understand its meaning, or the term was not familiar to them. The four concepts
that participants indicated to be the most familiar with were vaccine/vaccination (2.93 ±
0.25), bacteria (2.90 ± 0.30), virus (2.90 ± 0.30), and antibody/antibiotic (2.89 ± 0.32).
For each of these concepts, approximately 90% or more of the teachers indicated that
they were familiar with the term and understood its meaning (Fig. 39). The three
concepts with the lowest mean scores were prion (1.44 ± 0.67), retrovirus (1.81 ± 0.67),
and archaebacteria (1.84 ± 0.85). In the case of prion, 66% of teacher indicated that
they were not familiar with the term, for retrovirus, about half of the teachers perceived
that they were familiar with the term but did not understand the meaning, and about
45% of teachers indicated that they were not familiar with the term archaebacteria.
In the interest section of the instrument, participants indicated their interest in
receiving more information about the concepts by marking whether they were very
interested, interested, or not at all interested in receiving more information about the
concepts listed above. The frequency percentage distributions for all concepts in the
interest section of the instruments were similar. In fact, the lowest overall mean was
2.21 ± 0.70 and the highest was 2.37 ± 0.63, indicating at most a 1.49-point difference
between the top and bottom scores when adjusted by the standard deviations. The top
three mean scores for interest were virus (2.37 ± 0.63), antibody/antibiotic (2.35 ± 0.66),
and fungi (2.35 ± 0.60); while the four concepts that teachers seemed to be the least
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interested in learning more about were colony (2.21 ± 0.66), nucleoid (2.21 ± 0.70),
endospore (2.23 ± 0.66), and prokaryote (2.23 ± 0.64). For each of the concepts with
the highest interest level, more than 40% of teachers indicated that they were either
interested or very interested in receiving more information about the concept (Fig. 40).
On the other hand, for the concepts that received the lowest interest scores, only about
35% of teachers indicated that there were very interested in receiving more information
about those concepts.
Finally, in the conceptual knowledge section of the instrument, participants
defined, in their own words, each of the above microbiology concepts. Each answer was
scored as correct (1 point), partially correct (0.5 point), or incorrect (0 point) by the
researchers (Fig. 41). In this section, vaccine/vaccination received the highest
percentage (48%) of correct answers for an overall average of 0.61 ± 0.42, followed by
antibody/antibiotic and microorganism, which both received 45% correct answers and
an overall average of 0.60 ± 0.41. Prion received the highest percentage of incorrect
answers (84%) for a score of 0.13 ± 0.31 and endospore came in second to last with
81% of the answers scored as incorrect and a mean score of 0.18 ± 0.37. Nucleoid and
retrovirus both contained 79% incorrect answers with mean scores of 0.17 ± 0.35 and
0.18 ± 0.35, respectively.
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Figure 39. Frequency percentage distribution bar chart for the ordinal variables of familiarity.
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Figure 40. Frequency percentage distribution bar chart for the ordinal variables of interest.

100
Figure 41. Frequency percentage distribution bar chart for the ordinal variables of conceptual knowledge.

In order to group and compare teacher scores on the familiarity, interest, and
conceptual knowledge sections by the demographic information collected, the summary
or summative scale scores of each participant were needed. The internal consistency
reliability of all 15 items for each section of the instrument was assessed using
Cronbach’s alpha. The Cronbach’s alpha scores of 0.892, 0.984, and 0.905, for
familiarity, interest, and conceptual knowledge, respectively, all indicated a very high
measure of reliability because they were positive and greater than 0.7, very close to 1.0
(data not shown). Therefore, the summative scale scores for each participant were
calculated and used for further data analysis.
Descriptive statistics for the dependent variables familiarity, interest, and
conceptual knowledge indicated a mean and standard deviation score of 35.82 ± 5.60
for familiarity, 34.32 ± 8.75 for interest, and 5.40 ± 3.73 for conceptual knowledge. For
familiarity and interest, the lowest scale was 1 and the highest was 3, so for the 15
items the range of possible scores was 15 to 45 with a possible median score of 30.
The conceptual knowledge section was scored differently. The lowest scale score for
each item was 0 and the highest was 1, therefore, the range of possible scores for the
15 items listed was 0 to 15 with a possible median score of 7.5.
Since one of the questions to be answered in this study involved assessing
teachers’ perceived versus actual knowledge of the microbiology concepts, Pearson
correlations were computed to determine the intercorrelations of familiarity, interest, and
conceptual knowledge, or to examine if there was a statistically significant relationship
between the dependent variables. Table 8 shows that there was a positive and
significant correlation between familiarity and conceptual knowledge, r (60) = .76, p <
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.001. However, there were no significant correlations among the other pairs of
variables. This means that teachers who indicated that they were familiar with a term
and understood its meaning were more likely to correctly define that term in the
conceptual knowledge section. More specifically, since the correlation value was
greater than 0.70, the results indicated that there was a much larger than typical effect
size, or strength of the relationship, between familiarity and conceptual knowledge.

Table 8. Intercorrelations, Means, and Standard Deviations for Three Dependent
Variables (N = 62)
1

2

3

M

SD

--

.244

.764**

35.82

5.60

2. Interest

--

--

.187

34.32

8.75

3. Conceptual knowledge

--

--

--

5.40

3.73

Variable
1. Familiarity

*p < .05

**p < .001

The independent samples t test and one-way or single factor analysis of variance
(ANOVA) were used to determine significant differences between the three constructs
based on grouping by the following independent variables: gender, total number of
science courses taken, total number of life science/biology courses taken, subject area
of certification, subjects taught, and grade level taught. More specifically, independent
samples t test was used to investigate the difference between two independent groups
(in this case, gender and subjects taught are independent variables with two levels).
This test was chosen because the following three assumptions about the data were not
noticeably violated: the scores of one participant were not related to the scores of
another participant, the dependent variables were normally distributed, and the
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variances of the dependent variable in the two populations were equal. The statistical
software used in this study automatically tested the equal variances assumption with the
Levene test for equal variance and presented results for cases when equal variances
were assumed or not assumed.
Independent samples t test was first used to determine whether male and female
teachers differ significantly in regard to their familiarity of, interest in, and conceptual
knowledge of microbial concepts. In this case, results determined that males and
females did not differ significantly on familiarity, interest, or conceptual knowledge
scores (data not shown). Next, the following question was tested: Do teachers who
specifically teach science and those who teach all core subjects differ significantly in
regard to their familiarity of, interest in, and conceptual knowledge of microbial
concepts? Table 9 shows that teachers who specifically taught science courses scored
significantly higher than the teachers who taught all subjects on familiarity, interest, and
conceptual knowledge in this study. Inspection of the two group means indicated that
the average familiarity score for teachers who did not specifically teach science courses
(M = 33.69) was significantly lower (p < .001) than the score (M = 38.77) for teachers
who taught science courses. The effect size d was approximately 1, which indicated a
much greater than typical strength of relationship. Teachers who taught science also
had a significantly higher (p = .023) interest level score (M = 37.27) than the other group
of teachers (M = 32.19). The effect size d was approximately .6, which was typical in
this discipline. On the conceptual knowledge portion of the instrument, teachers who
taught science scored higher (p < .001), and the effect size d was again approximately
1.
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Table 9. Comparison of Teachers Who Teach Science and All Subjects on Familiarity
of, Interest in, and Conceptual Knowledge of Microbial Concepts (n = 26 science and 36
general education)
Variable
Familiarity

M

SD

Science

38.77

5.62

General Education

33.69

4.58

Interest
Science

37.27

8.65

General Education

32.19

8.31

Conceptual knowledge

a

Science

7.81

4.14

General Education

3.67

2.15

t
3.91

df
60

p
.000

2.33

60

.023

4.66a

34.72a

.000

The t and df were adjusted because variances were not equal.

One-way ANOVA was used to examine the difference between the remaining
independent variables, which all contained three or more levels, and the familiarity,
interest, and conceptual knowledge scores. The first test was to compare the
familiarity, interest, and conceptual knowledge scores by the number of science courses
teachers indicated that they had taken. A statistically significant difference was found
among the three groups of the number of science courses taken on familiarity of
microbial concepts (F (2, 57) = 20.51, p < .001) and on conceptual knowledge of
microbial concepts (F (2, 57) = 20.97, p < .001) (Table 10b). Table 10a shows that the
mean familiarity score was 31.87 for teachers who had taken few science courses,
35.33 for teachers who had taken a moderate number of science courses, and 40.47 for
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teachers who had taken many science courses. Post hoc Tukey HSD Tests indicated
that all three pairs of variables differed significantly in their familiarity scores: few –
moderate (p = .035, d = .79), few – many (p < .001, d = 2), and moderate – many (p =
.002, d = 1). Additionally, there were significant differences on conceptual knowledge
score between teachers who have taken many science courses and both the moderate
science courses group (p < .001, d = 2) and the few science courses group (p = .006, d
= 1) using the Games-Howell post hoc test. These results suggest that an increase in
science courses may result in teachers with a higher perception of familiarity with
microbiology concepts as well as actual knowledge of these concepts.
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Table 10a. Means and Standard Deviations Comparing Three Science Courses Groups
Science
courses

Familiarity

Interest

Conceptual
Knowledge

Few (1-5)

n
23

M
31.87

SD
3.79

M
31.22

SD
7.37

M
2.91

SD
1.19

Moderate (6-14)

18

35.33

4.87

37.11

7.62

4.78

3.43

Many (15+)

19

40.47

4.43

34.32

10.28

8.66

3.69

Total

60

35.63

5.59

33.97

8.67

5.29

3.74

Table 10b. One-Way Analysis of Variance Summary Table Comparing Three Science
Courses Groups on Familiarity, Interest, and Conceptual Knowledge
Source

df

SS

MS

Between groups

2

772.59

386.29

Within groups

57

1073.35

18.83

Total

59

1845.93

Between groups

2

354.14

177.07

Within groups

57

4085.80

71.68

Total

59

4439.93

Between groups

2

350.18

175.09

Within groups

57

475.96

8.35

Total

59

826.15

F

p

Familiarity
20.51

.000

2.47

.094

20.97

.000

Interest

Conceptual Knowledge
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The next test compared the familiarity, interest, and conceptual knowledge
scores by the number of life (biological) science courses teachers indicated that they
had taken. A statistically significant difference was found among the three groups of the
number of life science courses taken on familiarity of microbial concepts (F (2, 57) =
18.01, p < .001) and on conceptual knowledge of microbial concepts (F (2, 57) = 15.40,
p < .001) (Table 11b). Table 11a shows that the mean familiarity score was 33.69 for
teachers who had taken few science courses, 40.40 for teachers who had taken a
moderate number of science courses, and 43.60 for teachers who had taken many
science courses. Post hoc Games-Howell Tests indicated that teachers who have
taken few life science courses differed significantly in their familiarity scores between
both teachers who have taken a moderate number of life science courses (p < .001, d =
1.7) and teacher who have taken many life science courses (p < .001, d = 2.7).
Furthermore, there were significant differences on conceptual knowledge score
between teachers who have taken few life science courses and both the moderate life
science courses group (p = .003, d = 1) and the many life science courses group (p <
.001, d = 2) using the Tukey HSD post hoc test. In both the perceived familiarity and
actual conceptual knowledge sections, the results suggest that improved microbiology
scores may be achieved through an increase in the number of life science courses that
teachers take, specifically any increase beyond the “few” category. It is important to
note that there were no significant differences in mean familiarity and conceptual
knowledge scores between the moderate to many life science courses taken groups.
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Table 11a. Means and Standard Deviations Comparing Three Life Science Courses
Groups
Life science
courses

Familiarity

Interest

Conceptual
Knowledge

Few (1-5)

n
45

M
33.69

SD
4.85

M
33.33

SD
8.53

M
4.10

SD
2.91

Moderate (6-14)

10

40.40

3.06

33.70

9.71

7.80

3.23

Many (15+)

5

43.60

1.67

40.20

6.72

11.00

4.12

Total

60

35.63

5.59

33.97

8.67

5.29

3.74

Table 11b. One-Way Analysis of Variance Summary Table Comparing Three Life
Science Courses Groups on Familiarity, Interest, and Conceptual Knowledge
Source

df

SS

MS

Between groups

2

714.69

357.34

Within groups

57

1131.24

19.85

Total

59

1845.93

Between groups

2

213.03

106.52

Within groups

57

4226.90

74.16

Total

59

4439.93

Between groups

2

289.75

144.87

Within groups

57

9.41

8.35

Total

59

826.15

F

p

Familiarity
18.01

.000

1.44

.246

15.40

.000

Interest

Conceptual Knowledge
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Mean familiarity, interest, and conceptual knowledge scores were compared
based on three categories of teaching certifications held by the participants. The not
science/other category included teachers who held general education teaching
certifications such as early childhood or elementary education, the general science
category included teachers who were certified to teach general science courses such as
middle school science (non-topic specific), and the life science/biology category
included teachers who were certified to teach biological science-related courses.
Table 12b indicates that a statistically significant difference was found among the
three teaching certification groups of teachers on familiarity (F (2, 58) = 12.64, p < .001)
on interest (F (2, 58) = 6.61, p = .003) and on conceptual knowledge (F (2, 58) = 17.74,
p < .001). The Games-Howell post hoc test revealed that there were significant
differences on the mean familiarity scores between teachers certified to teach life
science courses group and both teachers not certified to specifically teach science
group (p < .001, d = 2.6) and those who were certified to teach general science courses
group (p = .002, d = 1.5). Additionally, this was the first test that demonstrated a
significant difference on the mean interest scores. There were significant differences in
interest score between teachers without a science teaching certification and teachers
with a general science teaching certification (p = .004, d = 1) using the Tukey HSD post
hoc test. Finally, Table 12a shows that the mean conceptual knowledge score was 3.80
for teachers not specifically certified in science, 6.47 for teachers certified to teach
general science courses, and 10.79 for teachers certified to teach life science courses.
Post hoc Tukey HSD Tests indicated that all three pairs of variables differed significantly
in their conceptual knowledge scores: not science – general science (p = .01, d = .87),
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not science – life science (p < .001, d = 2), and general science – life science (p = .006,
d = 1). The results presented above suggest that there are significant differences in the
familiarity of, interest in, and conceptual knowledge of microbial concepts based on the
type of teaching certification held by the teachers. It is noted that teachers that have
teaching certification in life science/biology hold the highest familiarity and conceptual
knowledge scores; however, this group contained the least amount of participants.
Additionally, teachers certified to teach general science exhibited the highest level of
interest in learning more about the microbiology terms.
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Table 12a. Means and Standard Deviations Comparing Three Teaching Certification
Groups
Familiarity
Science courses

Interest

Conceptual
Knowledge

Not Science/Other

n
37

M
33.65

SD
4.80

M
31.16

SD
7.65

M
3.80

SD
2.70

General Science

17

37.24

5.36

39.12

7.95

6.47

3.39

Life Science/Biology

7

43.00

1.73

37.86

9.94

10.79

3.46

Total

61

35.72

5.59

34.15

8.72

5.29

3.73

Table 12b. One-Way Analysis of Variance Summary Table Comparing Three Teaching
Certification Groups on Familiarity, Interest, and Conceptual Knowledge
Source

df

SS

MS

Between groups

2

568.77

284,39

Within groups

58

1305.49

22.51

Total

60

1874.26

Between groups

2

846.02

423.01

Within groups

58

3713.65

64.03

Total

60

4559.67

Between groups

2

317.38

158.69

Within groups

58

518.89

8.95

Total

60

836.27

F

p

Familiarity
12.64

.000

6.61

.003

17.74

.000

Interest

Conceptual Knowledge
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In order to make comparisons between this study and those previously
mentioned, which compared students and teachers based on grade levels, the following
question was tested: Do mean familiarity of, interest in, and conceptual knowledge of
microbial concepts scores differ significantly based on the grade levels that teachers
teach? One-way ANOVA was used to compare the mean scores mentioned above, and
a statistically significant difference was found among the three grade level groups on
familiarity (F (2, 59) = 13.96, p < .001), on interest (F (2, 59) = 4.71, p = .013), and on
conceptual knowledge (F (2, 59) = 15.05, p < .001) (Table 13b). The Games-Howell
post hoc test revealed that all three pairs of variables differed significantly in their
familiarity scores: elementary – middle (p = .001, d = 1), elementary – high
school/college (p = .002, d = 2.5), and middle – high school/college (p = .043, d = 1).
This section also uncovered a significant difference between teachers who teach
elementary grades (M = 29.75) and those who teach middle grades (M = 36.86) on the
mean interest scores (p = .006, d = .9) using the Games-Howell post hoc test.
Furthermore, Table 13a shows that the mean conceptual knowledge score was 3.65 for
teachers who teach elementary grades, 5.27 for teachers who teach middle grades, and
11.07 for teachers who teach high school/college grades. Post hoc Tukey HSD Tests
indicated that significant increases in the mean conceptual knowledge scores occurred
between teachers who teach high school/college grades and both teachers who teach
elementary grades (p < .001, d = 2.3) and those who teach middle grades (p < .001, d =
1.7). These results suggest that teachers who teach high school/college grades are
more familiar with and have more conceptual knowledge in microbiology concepts.
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Additionally, middle grades teachers seem to be more interested in learning more about
the indicated microbiology concepts.

Table 13a. Means and Standard Deviations Comparing Three Grade Levels Taught
Groups
Familiarity
Science courses

Interest

Conceptual
Knowledge

Elementary (K-5)

n
20

M
32.05

SD
3.56

M
29.75

SD
7.47

M
3.65

SD
2.88

Middle Grades (6-8)

35

36.66

5.21

36.86

8.16

5.27

3.11

High School/College

7

42.43

4.76

34.71

10.87

11.07

3.55

62

35.82

5.60

34.32

8.75

5.40

3.73

(9+)
Total

Table 13b. One-Way Analysis of Variance Summary Table Comparing Three Grade
Levels Taught Groups on Familiarity, Interest, and Conceptual Knowledge
Source

df

SS

MS

Between groups

2

614.50

307.25

Within groups

59

1298.55

22.01

Total

61

1913.05

Between groups

2

644.08

322.04

Within groups

59

4031.46

68.33

Total

61

4675.55

Between groups

2

286.98

143.49

Within groups

59

562.44

9.53

Total

61

849.42

F

p

Familiarity
13.96

.000

4.71

.013

15.05

.000

Interest

Conceptual Knowledge
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CHAPTER 4
DISCUSSION
For thousands of years, mankind has realized that dark-colored soils were more
fertile than light-colored soils, leading to the discovery and use of humic substances in
agriculture (60). Although humics were discovered long ago, studies suggest that there
are no two identical humics molecules because they exhibit extreme heterogeneity, are
the most chemically active compounds in soils, and can rapidly rearrange their structure
based on conditions such as sample concentration, pH values, and ionic strengths (16,
48, 60, 62). Humic substances are ubiquitous in nature, found anywhere there is water
or soil associated with organic matter, so the discovery of their abilities to serve as
electron donors and acceptors for microbial processes has paved the way for additional
research into the structure and function of these molecules (60, 101).

Community Analysis. Very little is currently known about the mechanism or microbial
populations involved in humic substance oxidation; however, previous studies have
analyzed the diversity and ubiquity of bacteria capable of utilizing humic substances as
electron donors for anaerobic respiration (18, 37, 55, 57). As previously indicated,
known HS oxidizers are phylogenetically diverse, belonging to Acidobacteria,
Firmicutes, and each of the five subdivisions of Proteobacteria (18, 37, 55, 57). The
goal of the current study was to elucidate the bacterial communities that may be
involved in nitrate-dependent HS oxidation and compare these communities to isolates
that have been identified as HS oxidizers.
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There were interesting population shifts observed from the clone library studies
of the reduced HS column (Fig. 12 and 17). In zone B of both the beads and liquid
samples, there were a slightly higher percentage of clones recovered with sequences
closely related to Proteobacteria, while zone C beads and liquid samples from this
column suggested a higher percentage of Bacteroidetes. More specifically, in the liquid
samples, the alpha and beta subclasses of Proteobacteria increased and in the beads
samples, the beta and gamma subclasses of Proteobacteria increased. Most of the
known isolates capable of HS oxidation belong to the subclasses of Proteobacteria.
This study revealed many sequences that were closely related to unclassified or
unknown bacteria; however, the sequences were organized by phylotype and in many
cases taxonomy information down to order was available. Therefore, a more in-depth
look at the Proteobacteria sequences revealed that many of them were classified within
the same order as some of the known HS-oxidizing bacteria. For example, in the liquid
reduced HS zone B, α-proteobacteria sequences were classified as order Rhizobiales
(similar to Agrobacterium tumefaciens strain PB) and β-proteobacteria sequences were
classified as order Burkolderiales (similar to Acidovorax ebreus strain TPSY).
Furthermore, in the beads reduced HS zone B, β-proteobacteria sequences were
classified as orders Burkholderiales and Rhodocyclales (Dechloromonas aromatica
strain RCB, Dechloromonas strain JJ, and Azoarcus evansii strain HA) and the γproteobacteria sequences were closely related to members in order Pseudomonadales
(Pseudomonas stutzeri strain BU and Pseudomonas flavescens strain NMX).
Additionally, in the oxidized HS column, the percentage of Bacteroidetes initially
exhibited a sharp increase in zone B, followed by a decrease; whereas, in the reduced
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HS column, the percentage of Bacteroidetes was relatively the same until the 29% to
55% shift observed from zone C to zone D, respectively. The seemingly increased
presence of Bacteroidetes at different phases of both the oxidized HS and reduced HS
columns suggests that these microorganisms are involved in some sort of cycling of
oxidized HS in the environment or maybe able to utilize oxidized HS in anaerobic
respiration processes. Previous studies indicate that the members of the CytophagaFlexibacter-Bacteroidetes (CFB) division are mostly found in a wide range of
environments that are rich in organic matter and play important roles in carbon cycling
of organic substances in these environments (23, 42, 69). Members of Bacteroidetes
are obligately anaerobic and typically associated with animal hosts (82), which further
support previous conclusions since these were anoxic columns with inoculums from
agricultural soil that could have been fertilized using animal manure.
The results of the clone library analysis suggest that upon addition of reduced
HS, there is an initial increase in Proteobacteria utilizing the reduced HS as an electron
donor and releasing oxidized HS. Since an increase in members related to
Bacteroidetes follows the increase in oxidized HS, these “strictly anaerobic fermentative
organotrophs (69)” may be able to adapt their metabolism to utilize the rising levels of
AQDS as an electron acceptor. However, to date there have not been any members of
Bacteroidetes tested for their ability to utilize humics as electron donors and/or
acceptors.
Further analysis to determine the microbial communities involved in nitratedependent humic substance oxidation were completed using denaturing gradient gel
electrophoresis (DGGE). In this study, each set of samples (beads and liquid) was
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separated on a denaturing gel to reveal the community “fingerprint” of each column.
Each zone of the reduced HS column was compared to the other columns for the
presence and absence of bands at the same location. The phylogenetic classifications
of some of the bands extracted from the DGGE gels suggested that some of the
species present in the column were closely related to known HS-oxidizing
Proteobacteria. Therefore a weighted neighbor joining phylogenetic tree was created to
determine if the DGGE bands were closely related to known HS oxidizers (Fig. 42).
There were other phylotypes recovered from DGGE analysis known to represent
organisms commonly found in soil environments such as Acidobacteria, Actinobacteria,
Bacteroidetes, and Gemmatimonadetes, which were not added to the phylogenetic tree.
The known HS oxidizer, Geothrix fermentans is classified as an Acidobacteria;
however, the gel bands with sequence similarity to Acidobacteria did not show a
phylogenetic relationship to G. fermentans (data not shown). Instead, DGGE beads gel
band 6 was closer to G. fermentans on the phylogenetic tree although the BLAST
search of the sequence for this band revealed a 92% sequence similarity to an
uncultured δ-proteobacterium. The Actinobacteria and Gemmatimonadetes are both
aerobic, common inhabitants of soil and are not suspected HS oxidizers (59, 105). In
fact, the suggested presence of these organisms may be due solely to their role as
common soil bacteria. On the other hand, as discussed above, the apparent shift in
Bacteroidetes suggests that these organisms may play some sort of role in oxidized HS
cycling in the environment.
According to the phylogenetic tree, the band sequences related to γproteobacteria (gel bands 1, 3, 6, 9, and 11 from the DGGE no beads gel) appear to be
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related to known HS oxidizers. More importantly, the relationship of the sequences of
these bands to those of known HS oxidizers suggest that there may be more γproteobacteria capable of utilizing humic substances as an electron donor than
previously recognized (18, 55). Additionally, band 5 from the DGGE beads gel
displayed 96% sequence similarity to an uncultured bacterium related to an unclassified
Rhizobiales and its position on the phylogenetic tree placed it near α-proteobacteria that
were identified as known HS oxidizers.
The community analysis results from both the clone library study and the DGGE
analysis suggests that HS oxidizers are phylogenetically diverse; however, the majority
of members may be within the five subclasses of Proteobacteria. Additionally, further
analysis of members in phylum Bacteroidetes is needed to determine the role of these
organisms in HS cycling in soil environments.
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Figure 42. Phylogenetic tree of the 16S rDNA sequence data set from DGGE analysis resulting from distance analysis using
the Jukes-Cantor correction. *Denotes the outgroup used to create the tree and is not a known HS oxidizer.

Microarray Analysis. The second part of the present study involved the identification
and analysis of the genes involved in humic substance oxidation. As such, the
differential expression of Acidovorax ebreus strain TPSY was assessed by microarray
analysis by identifying the most abundant transcripts with AHDS as the electron donor
compared to AQDS and acetate. A higher level of expression is determined by a more
intense signal that correlates to a higher degree of hybridization of the cDNA sample to
the synthesized oligonucleotides (24, 89). Initial analysis of microarray data by fold
change induction revealed that approximately 7% of the total genes in strain TPSY were
induced during nitrate-dependent HS oxidation. Of the thirteen genes selected for semiquantitative RT-PCR analysis, only two were confirmed for differential expression. Most
interesting was the confirmation of Dtpsy_3438, because it is the highest induced
sequence and it is located immediately downstream from a large operon that may have
direct roles in anaerobic humics oxidation.
The purpose of the initial analysis of the microarray data was to identify the
genes with the highest level of expression as a way to identify those that may be
involved in HS oxidation. However, it is important to remember that there are limitations
to this type of approach. First, a long list of genes with altered expression is generated
but there is not much information about those most important in the given phenotype, it
is difficult to identify function and then determine the degree of involvement in the given
phenotype, and mRNA regulation is only one aspect of biological control (81). In fact,
the microarray directly measures the abundance of mRNA; however, the amount of
mRNA in a cell at any given time is determined by the rate of synthesis and
degradation. Therefore, identifying genes based solely on the highest level of
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expression ratios may not give a complete functional picture of the transcriptional
regulation occurring in the cell.
In this study, cluster analysis was used as an additional method of understanding
the large amount of data generated by microarray. In this process, genes with similar
expression patterns are grouped or clustered into similar groups (81). Results of this
analysis revealed many of the genes that were also identified by the fold change
induction analysis. Thus the combinations of these genes were used to determine the
functional category of genes that maybe involved in nitrate-dependent humic substance
oxidation.

Model for Anaerobic Nitrate-Dependent Humic Substance Oxidation in
Acidovorax ebreus Strain TPSY. Although organisms capable of nitrate-dependent
humic substance oxidation have been identified from various environments, there is
very little data concerning humic substance oxidation coupled to respiratory processes
(101). A review of microbial interactions with humic substances summarizes a previous
study that suggests the vast majority of humics oxidation activity is located in the
membrane rather than cytoplasm, but that is the extent of known information regarding
HS oxidation (101). The genes associated with this metabolism in strain TPSY have
never been reported.
Based on the results from microarray analysis, a model was hypothesized for
anaerobic nitrate-dependent humics oxidation in Acidovorax ebreus strain TPSY using
the reduced HS analog AHDS (Fig. 43).
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1) Chemotaxis and mobility – The presence of AHDS in the environment is
detected by strain TPSY using chemotaxis sensory proteins (Dtpsy_1963) and
transmitted through a chemotaxis sensory transducer (Dtpsy_1752). This stimulates
the pili and fimbriae assembly proteins (Dtpsy_2114, Dtpsy_2116, Dtpsy_2117, and
Dtpsy_3386). The chemotaxis sensors trigger flagella motility that causes bacteria
movement towards AHDS and enables pili and fimbriae attachment to the surface of the
organic compound. (Gene candidates are categorized as chemotaxis, fimbrial
assembly, and pilus formation in Table 14.)
2) Transport of AHDS into the periplasm – It had long been accepted that humic
substances were too large to enter across the bacterial outer membrane; however, the
supramolecular view on the HS structure suggests that small HS molecules may be
able to enter through the outer membrane (91, 101). In strain TPSY, AHDS may be
transported across the outer membrane and into the periplasm through TonBdependent receptors. Typically the TonB complex detects an extracellular signal and
transmits it into the cytoplasm or interacts with outer membrane proteins that uptake
specific substrates into the periplasmic space (44). Genes for TonB-dependent
receptors were identified in strain TPSY: Dtpsy_0530, Dtpsy_1526, and Dtpsy1746.
Once inside of the periplasm, AHDS is oxidized to AQDS through a process where two
electrons and two protons are generated. The exact enzyme catalyzing this reaction is
unknown; however, microarray results suggest that a periplasmic cytochrome or other
electron carrier could catalyze the process. (Gene candidates are categorized as outer
membrane lipoproteins and electron transport in Table 14.)
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3) Environmental stimuli – The identification of numerous up-regulated
transcriptional regulators in the AHDS-oxidizing condition by both fold-change induction
and cluster analysis suggests that the presence of AHDS in the periplasm may trigger
signaling cascades that lead to additional regulation. For instance, transcriptional
regulators related to the MerR and ArsR families (both involved in regulation based on
metal sensing) were identified as induced under anaerobic HS-oxidizing condition (listed
in appendix I). The MerR family of transcriptional regulators mostly responds to
environmental stimuli such as heavy metals, antibiotics, and oxidative stress, however,
they also activate transcription in response to metal ions (10). Another example is the
induction of the iron-sulfur cluster assembly accessory protein (Dtpsy_0608) that maybe
involved in forming the iron-sulfur clusters found in some of the dissimilatory nitrate
reduction pathway enzymes. (Gene candidates are categorized as DNA-binding,
phosphorelay, and signal transduction in Table 14).
4) Electron transport chain – Microarray results suggest that after oxidation of
AHDS, electrons may pass through additional periplasmic electron transport proteins
before entering the nitrate reduction system of proteins. Potential electron transport
proteins are a ferric reductase domain protein (Dtpsy_3433) followed by an
oxidoreductase FAD/NAD(P)-binding domain protein (Dtpsy_3436). Proteins such as
an extracellular solute binding protein (Dtpsy_0381), an inner membrane protein
(Dtpsy_3402), and a general substrate transporter (Dtpsy_2264) may also play a role in
this process before electrons are transported to the NADH dehydrogenase complex
(Dtpsy_0872 through Dtpsy_0880). Electrons from NADH dehydrogenase are
transported to the quinone pool (Dtpsy_1517) and then enter the nitrate reduction
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system. (Gene candidates are categorized as periplasmic transport, shuttling, and
solute binding in Table 14).
5) Nitrate reduction – Acidovorax ebreus strain TPSY contains the enzymes
necessary to reduce nitrate to nitrogen. Nitrate diffuses across the membrane through
porins in the outer membrane and the nitrate/nitrite transporter in the inner membrane,
where it is reduced to nitrite in the cytoplasm. Nitrite is transported across the inner
membrane into the periplasm through the nitrate/nitrite transporter and further reduced
to nitrogen in the periplasm (data not shown).
6) AQDS removal – Previous studies indicate that AQDS is structurally similar to
redox-active organic compounds known for their antimicrobial activity and thus are
potentially toxic to some microbes (83). Since HS are believed to be composed of small
HS molecules instead of the large polymer model traditionally used, then oxidized HS
may also exhibit this toxic effect on microbes. In strain TPSY, fold induction and cluster
analysis revealed up-regulation of efflux pump proteins. Specifically, cluster analysis
indicated that an outer membrane lipoprotein part of the rnd efflux system and a
hypothetical protein near it (Dtpsy_3516 and Dtpsy_3519) were co-expressed with
several of the genes identified from the fold induction analysis. An additional outer
membrane efflux protein (Dtpsy_1145) and several major facilitator super family
transport proteins were induced in the anaerobic HS-oxidizing condition. (Gene
candidates categorized as outer membrane lipoproteins in Table 14).
The results of this study represents the first time that anaerobic humic substance
oxidation has been explored at the genetic level to identify the mechanism by which this
metabolism occurs. As previously indicated, organisms capable of HS oxidation
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coupled to respiratory processes are phylogenetically diverse and occur in various
environments. However, most of the isolates characterized to date are gram-negative
organisms belonging to the Proteobacteria; therefore, the predicted model suggested
here may serve as a template for other organisms that utilize this metabolism.
Previous studies have indicated that the pathway for AQDS reduction may be
linked to Fe(III) reduction since all Fe(III) reducers tested for the ability to utilize AQDS
as an electron donor were capable of reducing AQDS as well (17, 19, 52, 56). The link
of AQDS and the iron cycle has also been made abiotically through the ability of HS to
chemically reduce various metal ions with estimated reduction potentials of 0.5-0.7 eV
(86). However, a simple reversal of AQDS reduction does not seem to be the pathway
for AHDS oxidation nor for biological Fe(II) oxidation. Results from the present study as
well as recent studies conducted in our lab suggest that there may be a link between
nitrate-dependent Fe(II) oxidation and HS oxidation. A comparative genome analysis of
genes induced under nitrate-dependent Fe(II) oxidation identified two of the genes
discussed above as potential role-players in nitrate-dependent HS oxidation: an inner
membrane protein (Dtpsy_3402) and a MerR-like DNA binding protein (Dtpsy_3058)
(92). The Fe(II) oxidation study was performed using Dechloromonas aromatica strain
RCB, so additional analysis of protein homologs may reveal more genes up-regulated in
both of the processes. Moreover, recent proteomics analysis of nitrate-dependent Fe(II)
oxidation in strain TPSY indicate that the ferric reductase (Dtpsy_3433) and
oxidoreductase (Dtpsy_3436) described above may also play a role in initial electron
transport from the enzyme that catalyzes Fe(II) oxidation to Fe(III) and leading to the
nitrate reduction system (Ming Gao, personal communication). Furthermore, this
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proteomics analysis suggests that Fe(III) is removed from the periplasm through an
efflux system similar to the model proposed for AQDS removal (Ming Gao, personal
communication). Verification of these models is needed to confirm the proposed
similarities in nitrate-dependent Fe(II) oxidation and HS oxidation because the
implications of this link will provide more information into ways that the carbon, nitrogen,
and iron cycles are interconnected and maybe even co-regulated.
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Table 14. Genes involved in anaerobic nitrate-dependent AHDS oxidation, categorized
based on predicted function and activity.
Gene Name
Description
Chemotaxis, fimbrial assembly, pilus formation
Dtpsy_1752
Chemotaxis sensory transducer
Dtpsy_1963
Chemotaxis protein
Dtpsy_2114
Pilus assembly protein
Dtpsy_2116
Pilus assembly protein
Dtpsy_2117
Pilus assembly protein
Dtpsy_3386
Fimbrial assembly protein
Outer membrane lipoproteins
Dtpsy_0530
tonb-dependent receptor
Dtpsy_1068
Major facilitator superfamily mfs_1
Dtpsy_1145
Outer membrane efflux protein
Dtpsy_1147
Major facilitator superfamily mfs_1
Dtpsy_1134
Heavy metal transport/detoxification protein
Dtpsy_1156
Major facilitator superfamily mfs_1
Dtpsy_1526
tonb-dependent siderophore receptor
Dtpsy_1746
tonb-dependent receptor
Dtpsy_3516
rnd efflux system, outer membrane lipoprotein
Dtpsy_3519
Hypothetical protein
Electron transport
Dtpsy_0196
Cytochrome-c peroxidase
Dtpsy_0907
Hypothetical protein with metal ion binding protein domain
Dtpsy_0985
Cytochrome c class i
Dtpsy_2268
Cytochrome o ubiquinol oxidase subunit iv
Periplasmic transport, shuttling, solute-binding
Dtpsy_0381
Extracellular solute binding protein
Dtpsy_3402
Inner membrane protein
Dtpsy_3433
Ferric reductase domain protein
Dtpsy_3436
Oxidoreductase FAD/NAD(P)- binding domain protein
Dtpsy_2264
General substrate transporter
DNA-binding, phosphorelay, Signal transduction
Dtpsy_1567
Type IV secretory pathway vird4 component
Dtpsy_2146
Lipoprotein signal peptidase
Dtpsy_0608
Iron-sulfur cluster assembly accessory protein
Dtpsy_2215
Signal transduction response regulator
Dtpsy_2216
Sensor protein
Dtpsy_2500
Signal transduction response regulator
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Figure 43. Proposed model for anaerobic AHDS oxidation with nitrate as the terminal electron acceptor in Acidovorax
ebreus strain TPSY. 1) Chemotaxis and motility; 2) Transport of AHDS into the periplasm; 3) Environmental stimuli; 4)
Electron transport chain; 5) Nitrate reduction enzyme system; 6) AQDS removal from the periplasm. Steps 1-6 are described
in detail in the text. NADH DH is NADH dehydrogenase.

Teacher Understanding of Microbial Concepts. Concepts related to microbiology
are important to increasing the general biological literacy of society because
microbiology is directly related to everyday life (32). As listed in the introduction, there
are several studies that focus specifically on the importance in using microbiology to
enhance biology education in various grade levels. Since student conceptual
knowledge can be inferred from studies that explore teachers’ conceptual knowledge, it
is important to not only understand the misconceptions that students hold about
microorganisms because of new media, but also to identify teachers’ misconceptions.
As previously mentioned, more scientific research-funding agency are including a
broader impacts section in the grant proposal stage and the target is to improve
scientific learning at the K-12 school level. Thus, as grant funding becomes even more
competitive in light of current economic conditions, it is important for scientists to
understand how to present their science so that it will best be received and utilized by
in-service teachers.
Research indicates that the three most common reasons for the lack of
microbiology in current curriculum is due to massive coverage of specific biology topics
in general biology textbooks, increased scope versus depth of concepts covered so
teachers have to pack in as much as possible in very little time, and the lack of teacher
knowledge in microbiology (9). Therefore, the goal of the present study was to gain an
understanding of the specific microbiology conceptual knowledge areas that in-service
K-12 teacher lack so that curriculum units could be designed to not only introduce
microbiology to students but also to the teachers preparing the teach the material.
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One key demographic to remember about this study is that more than half of
teachers held a general education teaching certification meaning that most of them
have probably never taken a microbiology class; in fact, the majority of them had taken
few (1-5) life science courses. Many of them referenced their science methods course
in which only a portion of that course was devoted to life sciences. Accordingly, more
than half of the teachers teach general education courses which means that they most
likely taught science, math, english, reading, as well as other courses.
Based on the demographics, the responses to the initial open-end questions
were of no surprise. Many teachers indicated that microbiology is the study of
microscopic living things and cells. This reference to cells could be because teachers
recognize that many microorganisms are singled-celled organisms, thus study them
would be studying cells. However, upon further data analysis it appears as if teachers
hold misconceptions about the basic understanding of the field of microbiology. When
asked what would be necessary to integrate more microbiology in their curriculum,
teachers listed more knowledge about microbiology and materials most often. These
answers suggest that scientists should be sure that there is adequate easy-tounderstand background knowledge included in any activities that are designed for
teachers, especially those who teach elementary and middle grade levels. Additionally,
scientists have to take into account the lack of microscopes, incubators, and autoclaves
when designing activities.
Initial analysis of the familiarity, interest, and conceptual knowledge sections
indicated that teachers’ perceived versus actual knowledge (or lack there of) for the
following concepts were confirmed: vaccine/vaccination, antibody/antibiotic, prion, and
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retrovirus. Contrarily, while bacteria and viruses were among the top scores for
familiarity, they were not in the top-scoring category for actual knowledge, suggesting
that teachers may have misconceptions about bacteria and viruses. The interest scores
were similar across all fifteen microbiology concepts; however, it is interesting to note
that although teachers are very familiar with antibody/antibiotic, they are very interested
in learning more information about health and disease related topics. These results
seem to confirm the studies that indicate that students (and maybe even teachers) are
influenced by the news media’s overwhelming portrayal of microorganisms as agents of
disease (43, 103).
As reflected in the initial review of familiarity, interest, and conceptual knowledge
results, intercorrelation studies revealed a strong positive relationship between
familiarity and conceptual knowledge. This indicates that more often than not, teachers’
perceived knowledge of a concept is close to their actual conceptual knowledge of that
concept. There were no correlations between interest and either of the other two scores
indicating that teachers’ interest or lack of interest does not influence their perceived or
actual knowledge about the concept. These results are somewhat confusing because
one would believe that if a person is very interested in a concept then that person would
be knowledgeable about it; however, this is misleading because one is not multidimensionally scientific literate in every science topic, thus high interest in a subject
does not automatically mean increased subject knowledge.
Mean score comparisons by demographic groups revealed trends that were
expected. Generally, teachers who specifically teach science courses have taken more
science courses within their college and post-college educational experience and thus
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scored significantly higher than teachers who teach general education or all subjects on
the familiarity, interest, and conceptual knowledge sections of this study. More
specifically, teachers that hold a teaching certification specific for teaching life science
have taken more life science courses and usually teach higher grade levels, indicating
that improved microbiology knowledge may be achieved through an increase in the
number of life science courses that teachers are required to take during their
educational experience.
These results have implications in teacher professional development workshops
and teacher pre-service education programs by suggesting that teachers who take more
content-based courses can achieve an increase in microbiology conceptual knowledge.
Instead of adding additional courses, one option would be to prepare content-based
curriculum modules that would integrate a variety of topics. Scientific research is
shifting towards an interdisciplinary approach among scientists and therefore science
learning at the K-12 level should become more interdisciplinary. For instance, a class
garden and composting area can teach a variety of topics such as microbiology, plant
biology, plant-microbe interactions, nutrient cycling, ecology, and environmental
science. Additionally, preparations of foods such as yogurt and cheese can provide a
fun and interactive way to integrate microbiology, food science, and health and nutrition
into the current biology curriculum.
Since part of the goal of this project was to develop microbiology curriculum
models for K-12 teachers from which they can teach about the importance of bacteria to
everyday life, such as cleaning up environmental toxins, a sample microbiology activity
that teachers can adapt to various grade levels is included in Appendix IV. In this
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activity, teachers would begin with a class discussion of microorganisms so that
students will understand what microorganisms are and that they involve much more
than disease and food contamination. The teacher can probe the students with
additional questions to assess their knowledge and to identify common misconceptions
that may have regarding microorganisms. Next, benefits of microorganisms can be
introduced to students. First, teachers should discuss the normal flora found in human
intestines to help the students to understand how bacteria can break down organic
compounds using a topic that the students are familiar with: food and flatulence.
Microorganisms in the environment can be discussed with references to the role of
bacteria in bioremediation. In the example, laboratory experiments are included that
reference oil spills because this topic is more commonly in the news and students may
be able to relate this topic to their every day lives. Finally, critical thinking passages are
included to encourage students to develop the skills needed to succeed in today’s
society (Appendix IV).

Future Directions. Each aspect of this project has components in which additional
research will provide a deeper understanding of the subject matter. First, developing
science curriculum directly related to the subject matter presented here can provide
many learning opportunities for K-12 teachers and students. The ultimate goal is to
develop a hands-on bioremediation model that is affordable and accessible to teachers
instructing students who are considered traditionally underrepresented in science as
well as additional life science modules enabling teachers to immediately adapt
microbiology-related projects to their classes.
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Related to the science behind this project, additional analysis of some of the
bacterial populations identified in the community analysis will enable more information
about the role of these organisms in nitrate-dependent HS oxidation. Bacteroidetes are
typically soil or gut bacteria and therefore it would make sense if these organisms are
also able to utilize HS as an electron donor and/or acceptor. However, these organisms
may also be efficient electron scavengers or able to utilize by products released from
the reactions of HS oxidizers and reducers. This type of discovery would give insights
into the proposed competitive advantage that organisms capable of utilizing alternative
electron donors have other those that use readily available carbon sources such as
acetate as an electron donor and carbon source. Moreover, additional analysis into the
potential linkage of nitrate-dependent HS oxidation and Fe(II) oxidation will give insights
into the competitive advantage that organisms capable of utilizing both pathways may
have over other organisms in the environment.
Finally, understanding the redox activities of microorganisms utilizing humic
substances can give a deeper understanding into ways to harness this capability for
remediation applications. As discussed in the introduction, the onset of industrialization
has heavily influenced the heavy metals, radionuclides, and organic pollutants that are
persistent in various soil and aquatic environments. One such example is the effect of
HS on uranium remediation. The addition of HS stimulates U(VI) reduction in anaerobic
conditions; however, the presence of HS prevents the precipitation of U(IV) and instead
U(IV) binds reversibly to HS (33). HS enhances the bio-oxidation of uranium in the
presence of oxygen and U(VI) forms soluble complexes with HS allowing it to continue
to persist in contaminated environments (33). Therefore, more details about HS-
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microbe-metal interactions will lend a better understanding of the bioavailability and
mobility of heavy metals in their environments and lead to the development of
techniques to remove these toxins from contaminated areas.
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APPENDIX I
GENES INDUCED IN HUMICS-OXIDIZING AND NITRATE-REDUCING GROWTH
CONDITION AS IDENTIFIED BY FOLD INDUCTION CUTOFF VALUE OF 2 AND
ARRANGED BY GENE ONTOLOGY CATEGORIES.
Functional
Protein Function
Category
Biological Processes
Biological regulation
Dtpsy_0369 ferritin dps family protein
Dtpsy_0421 hypothetical protein
Dtpsy_2989 cell division protein mraz

AHDS/
AQDS

AQDS/
AC

3.40
3.39
2.62

2.88
2.51
3.73

0.85
0.74
1.43

2.02
3.86
7.50
2.55
13.19
2.73
2.57

2.22
4.37
8.88
2.55
5.08
3.73
2.22

1.10
1.13
1.19
1.00
0.39
1.37
0.86

3.84

3.40

0.88

12.81

10.79

0.84

2.96
2.84
2.95

2.97
2.48
2.97

1.00
0.87
1.00

Response to stimulus
Dtpsy_2459 heat shock protein hsp20
Dtpsy_3142 uspa domain protein
Dtpsy_3386 fimb

6.36
6.18
2.70

4.58
5.52
3.06

0.72
0.89
1.13

Transport
Dtpsy_0381
Dtpsy_1043
Dtpsy_1068
Dtpsy_1134

3.03
3.22
2.10
4.71

3.35
2.69
2.05
4.82

1.10
0.84
0.98
1.02

2.55
2.28
2.30

2.61
2.20
2.18

1.02
0.97
0.95

Metabolic processes
Dtpsy_0838 hypothetical protein
Dtpsy_0849 endoribonuclease l-psp
Dtpsy_1103 pseudouridine synthase
Dtpsy_1273 DNA repair protein radc
Dtpsy_1694 aldehyde dehydrogenase
Dtpsy_2205 methyltransferase type 11
Dtpsy_2873 3-oxoacid CoA-transferase, a subunit
Multi-organism processes
Dtpsy_1316 trag family protein
Protein secretion
Dtpsy_1567 type Iv secretory pathway vird4
component
Dtpsy_1571 hypothetical protein
Dtpsy_2114 type II secretion system protein
Dtpsy_2117 type II and iii secretion system protein

Dtpsy_1147
Dtpsy_1156
Dtpsy_3202

	
  

AHDS/
AC

extracellular solute-binding protein
hydroxyisourate hydrolase
major facilitator superfamily mfs_1
heavy metal transport/detoxification
protein
major facilitator superfamily mfs_1
major facilitator superfamily mfs_1
signal peptide protein
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Functional
Protein Function
Category
Cellular Components
Cell part
Dtpsy_0046 16S rRNA methyltransferase gidb
Dtpsy_0895 snare associated golgi protein
Dtpsy_1158 mercuric reductase
Dtpsy_1178 secreted protein
Dtpsy_1317 conjugal transfer protein trbc
Dtpsy_1794 hypothetical protein
Dtpsy_1804 zinc/iron permease
Dtpsy_1882 auxin efflux carrier
Dtpsy_2187 membrane protein-like protein
Dtpsy_2231 17 kda surface antigen
Dtpsy_3257 benzoate transporter
Extracellular region
Dtpsy_3432 propeptide pepsy amd peptidase m4
Molecular Function
Binding
Dtpsy_1264 phage transcriptional regulator, alpa
Dtpsy_1265 phage transcriptional regulator, alpa
Dtpsy_2691 hypothetical protein
Dtpsy_3167 phage transcriptional regulator, alpa
Dtpsy_3235 hypothetical protein
Dtpsy_3312 ribosomal subunit interface protein,
putative
Ion binding
Dtpsy_0985 cytochrome c class i
Dtpsy_2782 transcriptional regulator, trar/dksa
family
Dtpsy_3433 ferric reductase domain protein
transmembrane component
Nucleic acid binding
Dtpsy_0319 transcriptional regulator, tetr family
Dtpsy_0474 transcriptional regulator, marr family
Dtpsy_0850 transcriptional regulator, lysr family
Dtpsy_0865 transcription elongation factor greb
Dtpsy_0992 transcriptional regulator, gntr family
Dtpsy_1157 transcriptional regulator, tetr family
Dtpsy_1262 integrase family protein
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AHDS/
AQDS

AHDS/
AC

AQDS/
AC

2.51
4.95
4.99
2.55
2.47
5.54
3.92
2.67
2.70
4.24
3.02

2.26
4.17
5.04
2.52
2.01
5.24
3.43
2.29
2.72
3.45
2.71

0.90
0.84
1.01
0.99
0.81
0.95
0.88
0.86
1.01
0.81
0.90

3.85

4.81

1.25

2.33
3.97
3.59
4.89
5.94
2.28

2.97
4.59
3.88
6.65
5.82
2.74

1.27
1.16
1.08
1.36
0.98
1.20

3.18
4.22

3.24
3.80

1.02
0.90

3.15

2.75

0.87

16.99
9.16
3.06
3.63
2.64
2.47
2.99

21.25
8.31
3.55
4.64
2.73
2.53
2.55

1.25
0.91
1.16
1.28
1.03
1.03
0.85
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Functional
Protein Function
Category
Molecular Function (cont.)
Binding (cont.)
Nucleic acid binding (cont.)
Dtpsy_1307 transcriptional regulator, tetr family
Dtpsy_1314 transcriptional regulator, lysr family
Dtpsy_1346 transcriptional regulator, arsr family
Dtpsy_1359 nuclease (snase domain protein)
Dtpsy_1410 transcriptional regulator, arsr family
Dtpsy_1421 transcriptional regulator, lysr family
Dtpsy_1549 lexa repressor
Dtpsy_1577 integrase family protein
Dtpsy_1622 transcriptional regulator, xre family
Dtpsy_1637 transcriptional regulator, badm/rrf2
family
Dtpsy_1684 transcriptional regulator, tetr family
Dtpsy_1859 hypothetical protein
Dtpsy_2034 translation initiation factor if-1
Dtpsy_2204 transcriptional regulator, arsr family
Dtpsy_2282 transcriptional regulator, gntr family
Dtpsy_2714 integron integrase
Dtpsy_2752 transcriptional regulator, trmb
Dtpsy_2845 RNA polymerase, sigma 32 subunit,
rpoh
Dtpsy_2874 transcriptional regulator, iclr family
Dtpsy_3152 helix-turn-helix domain protein
Dtpsy_3164 integrase family protein
Dtpsy_3182 sigma-70 region 4 domain protein
Dtpsy_3207 phage portal protein, lambda family
Dtpsy_3236 transcriptional regulator, xre family
Dtpsy_3254 transposase is3/is911 family protein
Dtpsy_3255 integrase catalytic region
Nucleotide binding
Dtpsy_0677 chaperonin groel
Dtpsy_1420 phosphonate ABC transporter, atpase
subunit
Dtpsy_2116 fha domain containing protein
Dtpsy_2149 transcriptional regulator, merr family
Dtpsy_2153 heavy metal translocating p-type
atpase
Dtpsy_2303 atpase associated with various
cellular activities AAA_3
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AHDS/
AQDS

AHDS/
AC

AQDS/
AC

11.58
2.84
21.44
2.56
2.87
3.34
9.57
2.33
14.89
7.17

11.48
2.28
17.70
2.06
2.94
3.81
11.22
2.20
15.04
10.03

0.99
0.80
0.83
0.81
1.02
1.14
1.17
0.95
1.01
1.40

4.31
10.77
2.00
8.06
2.53
2.51
2.37
19.77

4.25
8.98
3.18
11.68
2.38
2.76
2.39
18.12

0.99
0.83
1.59
1.45
0.94
1.10
1.01
0.92

5.50
4.82
3.00
3.88
2.32
3.29
3.20
7.72

5.57
4.62
3.42
3.88
2.26
3.62
3.21
7.93

1.01
0.96
1.14
1.00
0.98
1.10
1.00
1.03

2.28
3.44

2.34
2.37

1.03
0.69

2.15
17.47
2.09

2.16
19.25
2.19

1.00
1.10
1.05

4.03

4.04

1.00
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Functional
Protein Function
Category
Molecular Function (cont.)
Binding (cont.)
Nucleotide binding (cont.)
Dtpsy_2458 ABC transporter related
Dtpsy_2570 heat shock protein grpe
Dtpsy_2571 molecular chaperone dnak
Dtpsy_3058 transcriptional regulator, merr family
Catalytic activity
Dtpsy_0264 vanz family protein
Dtpsy_0322 alcohol dehydrogenase groes domain
protein
Dtpsy_0556 dtdp-4-dehydrorhamnose 3,5epimerase
Dtpsy_0592 ornithine cyclodeaminase
Dtpsy_1020 transposase is3/is911 family protein
Dtpsy_1021 is66 orf2 family protein
Dtpsy_1161 hypothetical protein
Dtpsy_1273 DNA repair protein radc
Dtpsy_1327 hypothetical protein
Dtpsy_1411 beta-lactamase domain protein
Dtpsy_1609 3-demethylubiquinone-9 3methyltransferase
Dtpsy_1693 alcohol dehydrogenase groes domain
protein
Dtpsy_1846 saccharopine dehydrogenase
Dtpsy_1855 biotin synthase
Dtpsy_1988 aminodeoxychorismate lyase
Dtpsy_2108 short-chain dehydrogenase/reductase
sdr
Dtpsy_2141 protein-tyrosine phosphatase, low
molecular weight
Dtpsy_2147 phosphoesterase pa-phosphatase
related
Dtpsy_2251 DNA ligase
Dtpsy_2302 histone deacetylase superfamily
Dtpsy_2441 peptidase s45 penicillin amidase
Dtpsy_2525 isxo7 transposase
Dtpsy_2954 phospho-2-dehydro-3-deoxyheptonate
aldolase
Dtpsy_3163 protein tyrosine/serine phosphatase
Dtpsy_3178 type III restriction protein res subunit
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AHDS/
AQDS

AHDS/
AC

AQDS/
AC

3.10
14.56
3.17
4.89

2.49
14.56
2.49
4.85

0.80
1.00
0.78
0.99

2.98
2.34

2.94
2.19

0.99
0.94

2.29

2.77

1.21

3.12
2.71
2.16
9.86
2.55
2.45
3.04
2.42

3.81
2.32
2.05
8.91
2.55
2.38
2.74
2.33

1.22
0.85
0.95
0.90
1.00
0.97
0.90
0.97

4.92

4.17

0.85

4.05
9.67
2.57
2.01

5.76
9.11
2.11
2.12

1.42
0.94
0.82
1.05

3.05

3.25

1.06

2.11

2.30

1.09

2.23
3.22
2.40
11.62
2.07

2.64
3.68
2.50
8.65
2.48

1.19
1.14
1.04
0.74
1.20

3.36
4.80

4.56
5.73

1.35
1.19
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Functional
Protein Function
Category
Molecular Function (cont.)
Catalytic activity (cont.)
Dtpsy_3232 resolvase domain protein
Dtpsy_3256 glutathione synthetase
Dtpsy_3280 intracellular protease, pfpi family
Oxidoreductase
Dtpsy_0196 cytochrome-c peroxidase
Dtpsy_0852 hypothetical protein
Dtpsy_0907 hypothetical protein
Dtpsy_1345 glyoxalase/bleomycin resistance
protein/dioxygenase
Dtpsy_1443 bfd domain protein (2fe-2S)-binding
domain protein
Dtpsy_1759 catalase
Dtpsy_1813 methylmalonate-semialdehyde
dehydrogenase
Dtpsy_2369 alkyl hydroperoxide reductase subunit
c
Dtpsy_3057 acyl-CoA dehydrogenase domain
protein
Enzyme regulator activity
Dtpsy_1313 hypothetical protein
Dtpsy_2032 hypothetical protein
Dtpsy_2157 addiction module toxin, rele/stbe
family
Dtpsy_2158 addiction module antitoxin, relb/dinj
family
Dtpsy_3467 barstar (barnase inhibitor)
Electron carrier activity
Dtpsy_1425 4fe-4S ferredoxin iron-sulfur binding
domain protein
Dtpsy_1517 NAD(P)h dehydrogenase (quinone)
Dtpsy_2368 alkyl hydroperoxide reductase, f
subunit
Molecular transducer activity
Dtpsy_0530 tonb-dependent receptor
Dtpsy_1270 hypothetical protein
Dtpsy_1526 tonb-dependent siderophore receptor
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AHDS/
AQDS

AHDS/
AC

AQDS/
AC

2.99
2.75
3.49

3.13
3.19
3.10

1.05
1.16
0.89

3.09
4.30
12.05
3.88

2.51
3.88
10.19
3.94

0.81
0.90
0.85
1.01

23.31

25.29

1.09

14.49
3.32

11.19
3.37

0.77
1.02

8.00

9.95

1.24

2.76

2.88

1.04

3.57
5.10
4.74

3.70
4.80
5.05

1.04
0.94
1.07

23.05

23.79

1.03

7.99

9.49

1.19

2.90

2.86

0.99

12.49
18.73

12.70
22.97

1.02
1.23

2.63
2.14
3.13

3.85
2.27
3.10

1.46
1.06
0.99
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Functional
Protein Function
Category
Molecular Function (cont.)
Molecular transducer activity (cont.)
Dtpsy_1746 tonb-dependent receptor
Dtpsy_1752 methyl-accepting chemotaxis sensory
transducer
Dtpsy_1963 chew protein
Structural molecule activity
Dtpsy_0608 iron-sulfur cluster insertion protein
erpa
Transcription regulator activity
Dtpsy_1146 hypothetical protein
Dtpsy_2215 two component heavy metal response
transcriptional regulator, winged helix
family
Dtpsy_2500 osmolarity response regulator
Transporter activity
Dtpsy_0173 inner-membrane translocator
Dtpsy_0751 large-conductance mechanosensitive
channel
Dtpsy_1145 outer membrane efflux protein
Dtpsy_1802 chromate resistance protein
Dtpsy_1803 chromate transporter, chromate ion
transporter (chr) family
Dtpsy_2130 mercuric transport protein
Hypothetical Proteins
Dtpsy_0004 hypothetical protein
Dtpsy_0025 hypothetical protein
Dtpsy_0041 hypothetical protein
Dtpsy_0096 hypothetical protein
Dtpsy_0321 hypothetical protein
Dtpsy_0437 hypothetical protein
Dtpsy_0614 hypothetical protein
Dtpsy_0834 hypothetical protein
Dtpsy_0839 hypothetical protein
Dtpsy_0840 hypothetical protein
Dtpsy_0842 hypothetical protein
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AHDS/
AQDS

AHDS/
AC

AQDS/
AC

2.25
4.35

2.17
4.32

0.96
0.99

2.04

2.35

1.15

6.88

8.37

1.22

15.15
3.23

16.53
2.58

1.09
0.80

2.68

2.20

0.82

2.70
2.82

2.54
2.33

0.94
0.82

3.59
3.83
2.94

3.46
3.48
2.40

0.96
0.91
0.82

2.11

2.07

0.98

5.02
3.64
2.14
6.88
3.72
8.62
2.54
3.69
3.85
2.53
2.48

5.88
4.34
2.31
6.59
3.02
7.93
2.30
4.19
3.52
2.39
2.27

1.17
1.19
1.08
0.96
0.81
0.92
0.91
1.14
0.91
0.94
0.92
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Functional
Protein Function
Category
Hypothetical Proteins (cont.)
Dtpsy_0843 hypothetical protein
Dtpsy_0848 hypothetical protein
Dtpsy_0854 hypothetical protein
Dtpsy_1104 hypothetical protein
Dtpsy_1144 hypothetical protein
Dtpsy_1163 hypothetical protein
Dtpsy_1182 hypothetical protein
Dtpsy_1219 hypothetical protein
Dtpsy_1239 hypothetical protein
Dtpsy_1263 hypothetical protein
Dtpsy_1276 hypothetical protein
Dtpsy_1306 hypothetical protein
Dtpsy_1315 hypothetical protein
Dtpsy_1329 hypothetical protein
Dtpsy_1330 phage-like hypothetical protein
Dtpsy_1353 hypothetical protein
Dtpsy_1357 hypothetical protein
Dtpsy_1430 hypothetical protein
Dtpsy_1439 hypothetical protein
Dtpsy_1563 hypothetical protein
Dtpsy_1566 hypothetical protein
Dtpsy_1568 hypothetical protein
Dtpsy_1569 hypothetical protein
Dtpsy_1576 hypothetical protein
Dtpsy_1610 hypothetical protein
Dtpsy_1647 hypothetical protein
Dtpsy_1771 hypothetical protein
Dtpsy_1805 hypothetical protein
Dtpsy_1806 hypothetical protein
Dtpsy_1807 hypothetical protein
Dtpsy_1856 hypothetical protein
Dtpsy_1857 hypothetical protein
Dtpsy_1858 hypothetical protein
Dtpsy_1860 hypothetical protein
Dtpsy_1861 hypothetical protein
Dtpsy_1862 hypothetical protein
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AHDS/
AQDS
2.62
3.42
3.32
2.27
2.28
3.25
3.81
6.47
2.62
8.06
2.28
4.62
2.77
10.20
10.64
7.46
5.97
2.17
4.14
13.84
29.29
17.18
15.71
2.79
77.61
3.59
4.40
3.62
4.30
4.08
5.62
7.23
8.01
5.80
4.46
4.94

AHDS/
AC
2.69
3.56
2.98
2.47
2.57
3.27
3.15
4.89
3.29
8.55
2.17
2.89
2.32
10.47
9.56
4.74
4.02
2.82
4.42
14.03
23.42
15.97
13.51
2.61
63.62
3.76
4.23
3.79
3.65
4.48
7.00
7.21
8.53
5.88
5.21
4.77

AQDS/
AC
1.03
1.04
0.90
1.09
1.12
1.01
0.83
0.75
1.25
1.06
0.95
0.63
0.84
1.03
0.90
0.64
0.67
1.30
1.07
1.01
0.80
0.93
0.86
0.94
0.82
1.05
0.96
1.05
0.85
1.10
1.24
1.00
1.07
1.01
1.17
0.97
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Functional
Category
Protein Function
Hypothetical Proteins (cont.)
Dtpsy_1864 hypothetical protein
Dtpsy_1865 hypothetical protein
Dtpsy_1866 hypothetical protein
Dtpsy_1867 hypothetical protein
Dtpsy_1868 hypothetical protein
Dtpsy_2033 hypothetical protein
Dtpsy_2119 hypothetical protein
Dtpsy_2120 hypothetical protein
Dtpsy_2125 hypothetical protein
Dtpsy_2154 hypothetical protein
Dtpsy_2163 hypothetical protein
Dtpsy_2166 hypothetical protein
Dtpsy_2172 hypothetical protein
Dtpsy_2176 hypothetical protein
Dtpsy_2200 hypothetical protein
Dtpsy_2361 hypothetical protein
Dtpsy_2403 hypothetical protein
Dtpsy_2552 hypothetical protein
Dtpsy_2553 hypothetical protein
Dtpsy_2611 hypothetical protein
Dtpsy_3155 hypothetical protein
Dtpsy_3168 hypothetical protein
Dtpsy_3171 hypothetical protein
Dtpsy_3177 hypothetical protein
Dtpsy_3181 hypothetical protein
Dtpsy_3194 hypothetical protein
Dtpsy_3196 hypothetical protein
Dtpsy_3198 hypothetical protein
Dtpsy_3208 hypothetical protein
Dtpsy_3211 hypothetical protein
Dtpsy_3212 hypothetical protein
Dtpsy_3219 hypothetical protein
Dtpsy_3228 hypothetical protein
Dtpsy_3229 hypothetical protein
Dtpsy_3231 hypothetical protein
Dtpsy_3233 hypothetical protein
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AHDS/
AQDS

AHDS/
AC

AQDS/
AC

13.04
2.72
4.11
2.47
5.86
2.43
2.14
6.01
3.82
3.74
32.67
3.26
7.30
2.31
3.39
2.59
6.91
2.15
5.39
2.46
2.28
3.25
3.78
4.37
5.99
3.59
2.39
2.29
2.87
4.89
3.11
2.23
2.76
2.30
2.60
2.69

11.02
3.00
4.00
2.31
5.57
2.55
2.08
5.37
3.38
3.47
34.53
2.92
9.63
2.12
2.91
2.48
5.96
2.23
5.71
2.44
2.07
3.44
3.85
4.88
6.54
4.05
2.42
2.08
2.93
4.88
3.55
2.29
2.49
2.06
2.12
2.66

0.84
1.10
0.97
0.94
0.95
1.05
0.98
0.89
0.88
0.93
1.06
0.89
1.32
0.91
0.86
0.96
0.86
1.04
1.06
0.99
0.91
1.06
1.02
1.12
1.09
1.13
1.01
0.91
1.02
1.00
1.14
1.03
0.90
0.90
0.81
0.99
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Functional
Category
Protein Function
Hypothetical Proteins (cont.)
Dtpsy_3234 hypothetical protein
Dtpsy_3237 hypothetical protein
Dtpsy_3333 hypothetical protein
Dtpsy_3334 hypothetical protein
Dtpsy_3335 hypothetical protein
Dtpsy_3434 hypothetical protein
Dtpsy_3435 hypothetical protein
Dtpsy_3438 hypothetical protein
Dtpsy_3439 hypothetical protein
Dtpsy_3450 hypothetical protein
Dtpsy_3451 hypothetical protein
Dtpsy_3520 hypothetical protein
Dtpsy_3531 hypothetical protein
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AHDS/
AQDS

AHDS/
AC

AQDS/
AC

2.01
2.79
2.42
3.16
7.01
6.14
2.95
80.20
3.26
45.33
2.82
2.88
4.59

2.08
2.68
2.47
4.48
8.10
4.44
2.45
60.27
3.54
47.44
2.59
3.42
3.49

1.04
0.96
1.02
1.42
1.15
0.72
0.83
0.75
1.09
1.05
0.92
1.19
0.76

	
  

APPENDIX II
LIST OF THE GENES GROUPED IN K-MEANS CLUSTER 6 ARRANGED BY
CLUSTERS INCLUDING LOG2 EXPRESSION VALUES.
Gene Name
Group 1
Dtpsy_3450
Dtpsy_1622
Dtpsy_1568
Dtpsy_1864
Dtpsy_1569
Dtpsy_0319
Dtpsy_1549
Dtpsy_0907
Dtpsy_1567
Dtpsy_1857
Dtpsy_1161
Dtpsy_1858
Dtpsy_2204
Dtpsy_2149
Dtpsy_2368
Dtpsy_1694
Dtpsy_1855
Dtpsy_1859
Dtpsy_3255
Dtpsy_1330
Dtpsy_1610
Dtpsy_1443
Dtpsy_1566
Dtpsy_1146
Dtpsy_2845
Dtpsy_1346
Dtpsy_2158
Group 2
Dtpsy_3516
Dtpsy_3509
Dtpsy_3519
Group 3
Dtpsy_0592
Dtpsy_0852
Dtpsy_2154
Dtpsy_0839
Dtpsy_0264
Dtpsy_2458
Dtpsy_0196
Dtpsy_2231
Dtpsy_2782
Dtpsy_3531

	
  

AHDS

AQDS

AC

12.76
11.64
12.08
11.87
12.17
12.60
12.16
12.39
12.53
12.23
12.37
12.13
12.60
12.90
13.26
12.69
12.78
12.70
12.69
13.00
14.54
13.96
13.89
13.23
13.55
13.95
14.36

7.26
7.74
7.98
8.16
8.20
8.51
8.91
8.80
8.85
9.37
9.07
9.12
9.59
8.77
9.04
8.97
9.50
9.27
9.74
9.59
8.26
9.42
9.02
9.31
9.24
9.53
9.83

7.19
7.73
8.08
8.40
8.42
8.19
8.68
9.04
9.10
9.38
9.22
9.03
9.05
8.63
8.74
10.35
9.59
9.53
9.70
9.74
8.54
9.30
9.34
9.18
9.37
9.81
9.79

11.18
10.91
10.78

7.73
9.44
9.23

11.56
10.94
11.35

10.63
10.86
10.78
10.84
10.69
10.80
10.83
10.98
11.10
11.17

8.99
8.75
8.88
8.89
9.11
9.17
9.20
8.90
9.02
8.97

8.70
8.90
8.99
9.02
9.13
9.49
9.50
9.20
9.17
9.37
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Gene Name
Group 3 (cont.)
Dtpsy_1306
Dtpsy_0895
Dtpsy_1357
Dtpsy_2553
Dtpsy_3211
Dtpsy_3167
Dtpsy_3142
Dtpsy_1860
Dtpsy_1265
Dtpsy_0848
Dtpsy_1313
Dtpsy_1806
Dtpsy_2303
Group 4
Dtpsy_1846
Dtpsy_1862
Dtpsy_2157
Dtpsy_1861
Dtpsy_3177
Dtpsy_1752
Dtpsy_1421
Dtpsy_2146
Dtpsy_2034
Dtpsy_2626
Dtpsy_2972
Dtpsy_3257
Dtpsy_2205
Dtpsy_0850
Dtpsy_3164
Dtpsy_1314
Dtpsy_1315
Dtpsy_0842
Dtpsy_2282
Dtpsy_3057
Dtpsy_0677
Dtpsy_2215
Dtpsy_1803
Dtpsy_2264
Dtpsy_2763
Dtpsy_0062
Dtpsy_2835
Dtpsy_2912
Dtpsy_1331

	
  

AHDS

AQDS

AC

11.18
11.39
11.46
11.48
11.30
11.64
11.72
11.77
11.44
11.14
11.24
11.42
11.58

8.97
9.09
8.88
9.06
9.01
9.35
9.09
9.23
9.45
9.37
9.41
9.32
9.57

9.64
9.33
9.45
8.97
9.01
8.91
9.25
9.21
9.24
9.31
9.36
9.56
9.57

11.91
12.01
12.04
12.14
12.19
12.20
12.04
10.91
11.20
11.12
10.93
11.26
11.37
11.46
11.54
11.31
11.43
11.31
11.36
11.58
11.39
11.67
11.62
11.27
11.18
11.21
11.04
10.85
10.66

9.90
9.70
9.79
9.98
10.07
10.08
10.30
9.93
10.20
10.16
10.18
9.67
9.92
9.85
9.96
9.80
9.96
10.00
10.02
10.12
10.20
9.98
10.07
9.58
10.08
10.08
10.17
9.50
9.61

9.39
9.75
9.70
9.76
9.91
10.09
10.11
9.61
9.54
9.83
9.66
9.82
9.47
9.64
9.77
10.12
10.22
10.12
10.11
10.06
10.16
10.30
10.36
10.29
10.40
10.32
10.47
9.89
9.76
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Gene Name
Group 4 (cont.)
Dtpsy_0327
Dtpsy_2108
Dtpsy_2131
Dtpsy_2147
Dtpsy_1404
Dtpsy_1333
Dtpsy_2268
Dtpsy_0504
Dtpsy_1300
Dtpsy_0796
Dtpsy_2386
Dtpsy_1651

	
  

AHDS

AQDS

AC

10.60
10.55
10.60
10.74
10.66
10.82
10.84
10.65
10.63
10.63
10.84
10.71

9.66
9.55
9.64
9.66
9.71
9.89
10.07
10.02
10.03
10.21
10.31
10.36

9.40
9.47
9.54
9.53
9.57
10.33
10.31
10.36
10.43
10.09
10.08
9.99
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APPENDIX III
THREE-PART INSTRUMENT TO SURVEY IN-SERVICE K-12 TEACHERS’
FAMILIARITY OF, INTEREST IN, AND CONCEPTUAL KNOWLEDGE OF
MICROBIOLOGY CONCEPTS.
This is NOT a test; there are no Right or Wrong answers. You will not be associated
with your answers once you have completed the questionnaire. Please PRINT
responses where appropriate.
SECTION 1: DEMOGRAPHIC INFORMATION
Gender (please circle one):

Male / Female

Age: ___________

Your Subject area of certification: ___________________________________________
Your teaching subject(s) and grade level (please include number of years taught):
______________________________________________________________________
Your total number of years teaching: _____________
Number of science courses you completed in college/university: ______________
Circle the science courses you completed in college/university from the list below:
Biology/Biological Sciences

General Science

Zoology

General/Introduction to Microbiology

Earth Science
Advanced Microbiology course(s):
______________________________________________________________________
Other(s):
______________________________________________________________________
What is microbiology? What is your impression as to how microbiology relates to
biology?
Do you integrate microbiology into your curriculum? If so, list the classes and
give examples of activities.
What would be necessary for you to add more microbiology into your
curriculum?
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APPENDIX III
SECTION 2: FAMILIARITY TO AND INTEREST IN MICROBIOLOGY
We want to know if the following terms are familiar to you and to what extent you are
interested in receiving information on them. This section has two tables: In Table A
please mark if the term is familiar to you and understandable and in Table B please
mark to what extent you are interested in receiving information on the term.
Table A: Familiarity
Term

Term not familiar to
me

Term familiar to me
but not understood

Term familiar to me
and I understand its
meaning

Not at all interested
in receiving
information

Interested in
receiving more
information

Very interested in
receiving more
information

Antibody/Antibiotic
Archaebacteria
Bacteria
Colony
Endospore
Fungi
Microorganism
Nucleoid
Pathogen
Prion
Prokaryote
Retrovirus
Spore
Vaccine/Vaccination
Virus

Table B: Interest
Term
Antibody/Antibiotic
Archaebacteria
Bacteria
Colony
Endospore
Fungi
Microorganism
Nucleoid
Pathogen
Prion
Prokaryote
Retrovirus
Spore
Vaccine/Vaccination
Virus
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APPENDIX III
SECTION 3: DEFINING MICROBIOLOGY TERMS
To the best of your knowledge, define or explain all the terms in the space provided.
Please PRINT all responses.
Term

Definition or Explanation

Antibody/Antibiotic
Archaebacteria
Bacteria
Colony
Endospore
Fungus
Microorganism
Nucleoid
Pathogen
Prion
Prokaryote
Retrovirus
Spore
Vaccine/Vaccination
Virus

THANK YOU for your participation!
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APPENDIX IV
SAMPLE MICROBIOLOGY ACTIVITY THAT TEACHERS CAN ADAPT TO VARIOUS
GRADE LEVELS.
	
  

Beneficial Microbes…
Objective

DESCRIBE ways that bacteria are beneficial to humans

Each day, prokaryotes impact our lives in almost every aspect. Yes, believe it or not,
they ARE important for human survival. These microbes are important in the human
body, food production, industry, and the environment. Most are not harmful to us, in
fact, there are uncounted millions of microbes and only a few thousand cause disease.

REVIEW VOCABULARY
Prokaryote – microscopic, unicellular
organisms

without

organelles,

such

membrane-bound
as

a

nucleus.

Prokaryotes include eubacteria and
archaebacteria

NEW VOCABULARY
Bacteria – (eubacteria) prokaryotes
that have only one cell, and are so small
that they can be seen only with a
microscope

A ‘GUT’ feeling…
The inside and outside of our body is home to
“resident bacteria” (often called normal flora).
These bacteria get food and shelter, stable
temperature, and protection from us. Most of
the bacteria live in our “guts” and help us to
digest food. It is estimated that for every 1
cell in our body, we support 10 bacterial cells.
The latest research suggests that bacteria
also make vitamin B12 and K for us and “good”
bacteria can actually protect us from “bad”
ones.

Microorganisms (“microbes”) – living
things (except in the case of viruses and

	
  
D i d y o u k n o w ? Flatulence, also

prions) whose individuals are too small to
see with the naked eye

known as “farting,” is due to the end
products of bacterial digestion after a
meal. Each day each of us releases lots
of the gas mixture, mostly through
burping rather than farting. The
characteristic stink comes from sulfur
released when bacteria break down
proteins.

Bioremediation – the use of microbes to
consume and break down environmental
pollutants, in order to clean up a polluted
site.
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APPENDIX IV

MICROBES and the ENVIRONMENT
POLLUTION?!?... Don’t Blame the Microbes
Bacteria are also capable of breaking down dead things so that their components can
be recycled. Dead organisms would be lying all around and living things wouldn't have
enough nutrients and macromolecules without the action of these decomposing
bacteria. For example, branches and leaves fall from trees every year. Imagine
what it would be like to have one hundred years of tree debris around the tree… The
microbe’s ability to break down a variety of complex and toxic compounds allows for
its use in bioremediation.
Here is the basic bioremediation process:
• The contaminated site is examined carefully and specific bacteria are
isolated based on their success at utilizing the toxic compounds.
• Researchers perform additional tests on the bacteria based on the conditions
at the site to assess performance and safety of the proposed remediation
plan.
• The bacteria (sometimes they are genetically altered) are re-introduced to
the contaminated environment in high concentrations.
• The bacteria are allowed to grow and in the process they convert the
pollutants into harmless end products such as carbon dioxide and water.
• The bacteria die-off naturally.
	
  
CURRENT NEWS:
It’s ELECTRIC
Boogie-woogie, woogie!!
Bacteria are also helpful by "fixing"
One especially talented genus of bacteria,
nitrogen. Most of the air we breathe is
Geobacter, contains tiny hair like components
nitrogen, but most plants and animals
called pili that it uses to generate electricity
from mud and wastewater. Dr. Derek Lovley
can't use the form of nitrogen in
and his team of researchers at the Univ. of
the air. But bacteria that live
Mass. @Amherst have bio-engineered a strain
in various environments
of Geobacter that's 8 times better than other
including bumps on the roots
strains at producing power.
EXTRAS – Visit online at
www.geobacter.org to learn more
about microbial fuel cells and the
various Geobacter species. How
will this new “green energy”
benefit us?	
  

	
  

of some plants such as peas and
beans. They change the nitrogen in
the air to a form that can be used by
plants, which are then eaten by animals.

Why is NITROGEN important for animals?
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APPENDIX IV
Bioremediation Activities for the Classroom
Additional information and full experimental procedures are found on the
websites listed below.
1. “Goo-Be-Gone: Cleaning Up Oil Spills” by Kristin Strong, Science Buddies
(http://www.sciencebuddies.org/science-fairprojects/project_ideas/EnvEng_p025.shtml?from=ParentsGirlScouts)
In this laboratory activity, the absorptivity of different sorbents (materials that are
good at absorbing liquids) is measured to assess their effectiveness in cleaning up
an oil spill in water.

2. “Bioremediation by Oil Eating Bacteria” by EDVOTEK The Biotechnology Education
Company (http://www.edvotek.com/956)
This company has developed a bioremediation laboratory kit that can be ordered
online. In this laboratory activity, students can grow a mixture of oil-eating bacteria
and examine the bacteria’s effectiveness at breaking down a variety of oils. This
activity can also be used to observe the effects of pH, temperature, and salinity on
bacteria growth.

3. U.S. National Library of Medicine “Tox Town”, developed by Specialized Information
Services, Environmental Health and Toxicology
(http://www.toxtown.nlm.nih.gov/flash/city/flash.php)
This website helps to teach students about human health and the environment.
Students can learn more about well-known toxic chemicals found in areas where
they commonly live and play by visiting interactive graphic neighborhoods such as
city, port, farm, town, and U.S. Border Regions. The “for teachers” section contains
additional activities and discussion questions that can be used along with the
website.
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APPENDIX IV

Real – World Reading Link
Waste and Water Treatment
WASTE TREATMENT
Sewage is rich in nutrients
such as human, food, and
industrial
wastes
for
numerous microorganisms. A
sewage treatment plant is
designed to provide the best
conditions for microbes to
convert wastes to carbon
dioxide, nitrate, sulfate, and
phosphate. Sludge is waste
material that cannot be
easily broken down by
microbes. It settles out at
various
stages
in
the
treatment process and is
disposed of as part of the
sewage treatment process in

a separate facility. During
this
treatment
process,
microbes break down half of
the sludge into methane gas
and some carbon dioxide
without needing oxygen.
WATER TREATMENT
In some areas of the US and
various developing countries,
tap water is not considered
SAFE TO DRINK because it
is polluted. As the population
increases
and
further
pollutes the earth, the water
supply
upon
which
a
community
is
dependent
becomes more polluted. To

keep up with the demand
for
clean
water,
an
accelerated
filtration
process is used but it is less
efficient. So, more chlorine
is added to the final
product
to
kill
any
pathogens that may have
passed
through
the
accelerated process.

Based on what you have
learned about microbes
and bioremediation, how
can microbes be used to
clean the water supply
more effectively?

	
  

Think Scientifically
You were accepted to a summer exchange research trip in India.
Upon your arrival to India, you get settled into your room at the
house of the family who sponsored your exchange program. The
house is beautiful; nothing how you thought it would appear based on
the numerous videos you rented depicting the entire area as “the
slums.” You are thirsty from your numerous hours of travel and go to
the kitchen to pour yourself a glass of water. A few hours later, you
begin to feel stomach cramps and realize that you are unusually
warm. You discover that you have a fever and develop a bad case of
diarrhea. The local physician ran some tests, gave you medication,
Electron micrograph of
and now you feel much better.
a cluster of Escherichia
coli magnified 10,000
TASK: Write an email to your parents explaining what happened.
times.
(HINT: Include information about the differences in developing and
industrialized (developed) countries).
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APPENDIX V
COPYRIGHT PERMISSION FOR FIGURES 3 AND 4
Southern Illinois University Carbondale Mail - Fw: Fwd: Re: Ian's p...

https://mail.google.com/a/siu.edu/?ui=2&ik=f30b592657&view=pt...

Nastassia Jones <nnjones@siu.edu>

Fw: Fwd: Re: Ian's poster from 2007
Nastassia N. Jones <nnjones@siu.edu>
To: John Coates <jdcoates@berkeley.edu>

Fri, Apr 8, 2011 at 4:05 PM

Thank you & I will be sure his name is on the credits!
On Fri, Apr 8, 2011 at 3:31 PM, John Coates <jdcoates@berkeley.edu> wrote:
Nastassia - I don't see any problems with you using this as long as Ian gets appropriate credit - with best
regards, John

John D. Coates
Professor of Microbiology
Department of Plant and Microbial Biology
271 Koshland Hall
University of California, Berkeley
Berkeley, CA 94720
Geological Scientist Faculty
Earth Sciences Division
Ernest Orlando Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory
Berkeley, CA
Tel. (510) 643-8455
Cell (925) 457-6680
Fax (510) 642-4995
Skype jdcphone
e-mail. jdcoates@berkeley.edu
http://pmb.berkeley.edu/~coates/homepage/homepage.htm

[Quoted text hidden]

-Nastassia N. Jones
Doctoral Candidate
Department of Microbiology
Southern Illinois University
Mailcode 6508
Carbondale, IL 62901
(618) 453-3812

1 of 1

	
  

7/5/11 1:50 PM
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